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ABSTRACT
The objectives of this thesis are to clearly define the
problem of developing a dynamometer suitable for use in a
small self-propelled ship model at the M. I.T. Towing Tank
Facility, to explore the theories for the solution of the
instrumentation problem and conduct the necessary prelimin-
ary design of promising methods, and to present design
considerations for the detailed design, construction, and
experimental phases of the problem.
The objectives are accomplished by determining the mag-
nitudes of torque, thrust, shaft rotational velocity, and
ship model velocity to be measured, by analysing the antici-
pated disturbances, and by synthesizing and critically
evaluating the measurement system components.
A design procedure for the stern tube bearing and
shafting system is developed which produces constant torque
losses. It is found that techniques at or near the state of
the art must be employed to effect measurement of the desired
alternating forces. Photoelectric, electron tube, piezoelectric,
and variable capacitance transducer techniques standout as the
most promising methods of measurement.
On the basis of practicality, it is recommended that a
sensitive propulsion dynamometer capable of measuring only
the mean values of torque and thrust be successfully developed
before consideration be given to the development of a
dynamometer capable of measuring the alternating forces.
Thesis Supervisor: Martin A. Abkowitz
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A, Motivation for Study
A dynamometer is an instrument for measuring force
or power. A "sensitive propulsion dynamometer," for
purposes of this thesis, is defined as a dynamometer
capable of measuring the dynamic values of forces devel-
oped by the rotating propeller of a "small ship model"
propulsion system. Specifically, these measurements
are the dynamic values of torque, thrust, shaft rota-
tional velocity, and ship model velocity.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Towing
Tank facility does not presently include a propulsion
dynamometer; therefore, the development and construction
of a suitable dynamometer is desired. The size of the
towing tank limits models used to a maximum length of
five or six feet. The "small ship model," therefore, is
defined for purposes of this thesis as a five or six foot
scale model of a full-sized, single-screw surface ship.
The uses of the desired measurements may be placed
under three general headings — self-propulsion tests,




Self-propulsion tests are conducted, using & model
with known bare-hull resistance and de ing thrust
with a propeller of known characteristic rder to
detemine the wake and hull interaction characteristics
of the model. For these tests the mean 3 of torque,
thrust, and shaft rotational velocity are required. A
self-propulsion test would enable additional student
participation in towing tank experiments and would pro-
vide the means for further investigation of seal© effects
in small, self-propelled mode-Is (1,2,3)*
Several theories predicting alternating propeller
forces have been developed and are discussed in references
(k) and (5). The measurer e t of the instantaneous values
of these forces will permit correlation between theoretical
predictions and experSjaental data*
The propeller induced forces measured by the dynamo-
meter are the driving functions required for solution of
the ship and shaft equations of motion* Studies of ship
and shaft vibrations made possible by the solution to
these equations enable developasent of improved design
of shipboard equipment and structures such as bearings
and rotating components.
B« Background
1« Development trends - large ship models.
Through the years continuing programs of design and

development of propeller dynamometer instrumentation have
been conducted at prominent model basin facilities through-
out the world. Representative of these programs is the
one which has been conducted at the United States Kavy»s
David Taylor Jfodel Easin (6). Here the instrumentation
has be^n applied to models usually of twenty feet or of
at least ten feet in length* The forces to be measured
are more than thirty times those developed in the small
ship model. As each new design evolved from the program
great advances were made in overcoming the difficulties
of obtaining a proper frequency response, a high signal-
to-noise ratio, and a proper method of dynamic calibration*
The latest of these designs has been very successful. The
development of a pre-calibrated alternating force calibra-
tion, along with instrumentation which uses semi-conductor
strain gage bridges practically on the propeller itself
and amplification on the shaft prior to removal by slip
rings, has been responsible for this success, This dyna-
mometer is compact, versatile, and capable of measuring
the six components of the propeller alternating forces (7)»
On* OT«B report descrit his dynamometer has not yet
been published* A discussion of the applicability of these
methods to the small ship model will be given in later




2. Historical development - sjnall ship rodeIs,
Several attempts at desiring and testing a dyna-
mometer for measuring I oan and/or alternating values of
torque and thrust developed by small ship models have
been made as thesis projects at H.I.?. (3.9.10,11,12).
The schemes of four of these projects dealt principally
with the use of strain gages for torque sensing and a
differential transformer for thrust meaaure*nents. These
devices converted physical strains and dltfplaeaments into
electrical signals which were removed fro* the shaft by
a slip ring assembly. Otae most significant result of
the four projects was a distinct, although still inade-
quate, progress in the development of slip rings. Envelop-
meat progressed from a copper ring and relay contact brush
asseislaly (8) to a simply constructed mercury pool slip
ring construction (11). Ho satisfactory results, however,
were obtained in the testing of these schemes. The system
natural frequencies were too low for an undistorted detec-
tion of the alternating forces | and the signal-to-noise
ratios were too low for a distinguishable output. The most
apparent reason for the failure was the authors' failure to ade-
quately analyse the details of the prob ith which they
12-

were faced, Whether the goal was to measure the alternating
forces or only the mean values, a proper analysis of the
forces themselves, the sensitivities and devices required
for detection, and the tolerances for construction would
have enabled some of the failures to be predicted rather
than revealed through trial and error.
She frequency requirements for measurement of the
alternating forces were recognized in the fifth of these
theses (12), and considerable emphasis was placed on the
frequency response in defining the problem. Having treated
this aspect, the authors directed their efforts to the solu-
tion of the instrumentation problem through construction and
testing of a suggested device. The variable reluctance princi-
ple mas used to detect thrust actuated variations in a
small air gap* Although the application of the principle
as an Instrumentation technique was presented very well,
the sensitivity and resolution required to effect the
desired measurements were not evaluated. Construction
difficulties prevented complete testing* Had complete
test results been obtained, perhaps the jured resolu-
tion might also have t&^n obtained as an extra bonus. But,
as in the other theses, a r^ore detailed analysis of the
-13-
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problem plight also have enabled prediction of sosse of
the failures.
C, Objectives
Instrumentation engineering requires proper developments
of the theory, preliminary design, detailed design, con-
struction, and experimentation of the systems that produce
functional relationships a«*ong physical quantities. Ori-
finally, the authors of this thesis expected t© embark on
a program of design, construction and experimentation stellar
to those already conducted. A careful study of the past
theses, however, indicated that greater emphasis was required
in the development of the theory and preliminary design.
This development, along with sufficient economic backing to
/are proper construction and availability of required
equipment, is necessary to ensure successful construction
and experimentation. Therefore, the authors established
the following new objectives
*
.1) To clearly define the problem of developing
a dynaooReter suitable for use in a sml 1
self-propelled ship raodel at the 24#I«T, Towing
Tank Facility.
To explore the theories for the solution of the
instrumentation problem and conduct the




3) To present deaign conslderatl^ne for the
totalled deals*** eonatruetioxi, and experl-
Biental phases of the problem,
X>. Oeneral Organization
Thla theala ia or.. Id focr i.'jer sections.
The lafjgfcfli by ihieh the theais ofrjectlvea 1X1 fes «ooo.
pllahed la presented in the Procedure aeet£'*n« The
aeajturanent ay*test ? vlth Its Inputs tpuij la analysed






The objectives of this thesis will be accomplished
by th$ following analytical procedure:
1* Analyse the primry or desired forces, !••«
determine the tragnitudes of torque, thrust,
shaft rotational velocity, and ship jsod&l
velocity.
St Analyze the anticipated disturbances
.
3« Synthesize and critically evaluate the
fiieasureiseiit system components, presenting
design considerations for each.








Branch (T) - X>esired inputs to the faeaeureiaent system are
axial propeller thrust, propeller torque, pro-
peller shaft rotational velocity, and ship model
velocity.
Undesirable inputs, referred to as disturbances
or noise, are all other forces and effects that
enter the measurement system and are capable of
masking or fixing tfith the desired input*
Branch (g) - Noises which can enter the measurement system
in the sane aaanne? as the desired inputs are
bearing forces, priiss mover noise r disturbances
acting on the propeller, and forces created by
the measurement system itself*
Branch (3) - Noise can i&lx ^ith the desired inputs In
the various elements or components of the asm-
suresient system;* IHiiflil of these noises are*
spurious signals resulting from electrical para-
raeter variations due to toaperat dity
changes, slipring noise, electrical and oagnetie
field influences, component distortion ^Xm to




The saeasureiaent system can be defined as that system
which detects the physical quantities and converts them
to a suitable output data tmcm* the analytical model of
the measurement system chosen is that of the American







a* Actuating device « that device or mechanism that converts
torque and thrust into the sseasurabla quantities strain
,
displacement, velocity, or acceleration. Types of
actuating devices considered are: bellows , diaphragms,
shaft rotations, rectilinear motions, proving rings,
cantilever beaaa, sel&stle laase and springs.
*X8**
,
b» ^Transducer • the cleraent that converts the measurable
quantity to a signal. Types of transdueer elements
considered are self"generating analog, variable para*
meter analog, frequency or pulse itinerating, and
digital,
e. Signal conditioners - those devices that condition
the transducer output signal and prepare it for
actuating the readout device* Types of signal con-
ditioners considered are input modification devices,
Instrumentation amplifiers, and signal ressoval methods.,
d# Readout * those devises that accept the conditioned
signals and present there in a suitable output data
form* Types of readout devices considered are analog
or digital indicators and recorders.
3# Output
Output data can be analysed in many nays, Th® input
characteristics and data analysis techniques used largely
determine the desired For?* &t this data, Output data can
be in the form of visual display, strip charts* tape





The development of a dynamometer as an instrument
involves a compromise of four fundamental qualities:
rjfflciency, scale range, sensitivity, and accuracy (li|.).
The efficiency of an instrument is a measure of the amount
of disturbance which it introduces into the system. The
scale range is the difference between the largest and the
smallest possible readings. The sensitivity is the slope
of the instrument calibration curve, that is, the ratio of
the change in measured output to a given change in input.
The accuracy is the maximum error — the difference between
the indicated quantity and the true quantity. If desired









3S&L x 100 o/o
,
^full scale
where Q represents the quantity of interest and full scale
pertains to the maximum anticipated amplitude of the quantity






a meter device, then the EiaximtBi amplitude is the rmxlmm
zneter deflection. Resolution, a term often used in conJune-
tlon with accuracy, Is the degree to which nearly equal values
of a given quantity can be discriminated. The higher the
value of resolution stated, the more minute is the discernible
difference between values.
The above qualities cart be applied to the n,easurement
system as a whole, or to the syster co nts individually.
Since the qualities of the components determine the quality
of the system, they will be considered i analysis of
the individual components.
As described in the Procedure section, the measurement
system is composed of the transducer section, the signal
-litlonlng section, and the readout section. The analyses




There are three general categories of forces —
statlc, transient, and dynamic. Static forces are steady
and not subject to rapid uations or discontinuities.
Transient forces result frorr a change in operating conditions,
such as speed changes or rudder angle changes s and last only
a short period of tta». Dynamic forces are continuous and
either periodic or random in nature.
;*
When a propeller is operated in an unsymmetrical
wake behind a ship, each blade experiences periodic wake
variations which induce periodic forces in the propeller
shafting system. These periodic forces appear at fre-
quencies related to the multiples of shaft rotational
frequency. In addition to these periodic forces, random
forces are produced by the turbulence in the flow around
the propeller. Thus, the desired propeller- induced forces
are dynamic in nature and neither transient nor static.
The dynamometer, therefore, is to be designed for measurement
of dynamic forces.
In order to enable the authors to proceed through the
analysis with specific input values, only the forces induced
by the wake variations of such ship models as the Mariner
Class and Series 60 will be discussed. These models are
typical and currently available for use in the M.I.T.
towing tank.
2. Desired quantities
a. Torque and Thrust
The forces induced in the shafting system by a propeller
operating in an unsymmetrical wake result in axial thrust,
torque, and shaft bending moments. In this thesis, only the







Inputs to the measurement system. In addition, ship r odel
velocity and shaft rotational velocity are required for
calculation of effective horsepower and shaft horsepower
respectively.
Table I presents the anticipated rsa£d of »ean values
of the desired forces and velocities of the small merchant-
type models to be tested. The computations for the tabulated
values are given in Appendix /..
Table I








































The following specific value* are based on the information
presented in Table I and were selected for the design analy-
sis of the dynamometer as the full scale mean values for the
highest velocity test run:
full scale mean torque (highest velocity of interest)
in* -os.
full scale mea. I ust (highest velocity of interest)
lb.
The full scale mean values for the test r\m conducted at the
lowest velocity of interest , 5f# of the highest velocity,
were appropriately scaled fror»-» the values above and are as
follows
s
full scale mean torque (lowest velocity of interest)
in. -oa.
full scale mean thrust (lowest velocity of interest)
0*135 lb.
The smallest values of the periodic, Her-induced
torque and thrust ®uat be determined before the instrument
scale range and the resolution required for their measurement
can be established. Sfcte rsagnitudes of the torque and thrust
variations are functions of four factors t
p •>
1) The shape of the afterbody.
) The clearance between the propeller and
and the serew aperture.
3) The number of blades and the hydro-dynamic
properties of the propeller blades,
k) The ship operating conditions.
A discussion of some of these factors and a method for
estimating the magnitudes of the torque and thrust variations
are presented in Appendix A* The following specific values
are based on the method presented and represent the smallest
variation amplitude of interest , that is , the variation ampli-
tude for the test trial conducted at the lowest velocity of
interest:
allest amplitude of torque variatic
.00k 3C 2.30 in,-oz.~ 0.0092 ln.-oz.
sr allest amplitude of thrust variations
» 0.01 x 0.32 llN 0.0032 tok
The David Taylor I4odel Basin stated in reference (6)
that their design goal for accuracy is 0.25 o/o of the full
scale of interest. To adopt this accuracy as a standard for
design of the dynamometer under consideration, means that the

following values represent the maximum tolerable error t
^indicated " Qtrue
^fuUscalo of Interest x ° '
^'IU0
ft 0.0092 in.~oz. x 0,0025
0,000023 in.-oz. of torque
and
m 0* 00321b. n 0.00;
lb. of thrust
These values of maximum tolerable error, therefore, establish
the lowest acceptable resolution which la compatible with the
desired accuracy; the dynassoineter should at least be capable
of discriminating between values separated by these magnitudes.
Such resolution may be stated as being one part in four hundred
based on the full scale of Interest.
The gravity dynamometer currently used at the M. I.T.
Towing Tank for measuring the bare-hull resistance of small
Ship models is accurate to 0.0001 lb. (15) » Since the gravity
dynamometer will be used in conjunction with the propulsion
dynamometer for self-propulsion tests, the accuracies of the
two measurements should be compatible. The full scale mean
values for the lowest velocity of interest are the values of
Interest for comparison. The maximum tolerable error, if the
dynamometer was designed only for mean value measurements
-26-

at the adopted standard of accuracy, would be as follows:
^indicated * ^true *> 0.970 lrw-02. .0025
max
-. X>2^3 ln.~o». of torque
and * 0.135 lb. x 0.0025
• 0.00034 lb. of thrust.
Thus the accuracies for the thrust measurements are not com-
patible. Because the propulsion dynamometer is being designed
to measure both the variations and the mean, however a the
comparison of 0.0001 lb. to 0,000008 lb, of thrust shows the
design accuracy of the propulsion dynamometer to be more
than sufficient.
It is recognised that, in order to attain the accuracy
adopted as a standard for design, the maximum tolerable error
values are very small. Anticipating the requirement for a
possible relaxation of the accuracy standard, the maximum
tolerable errors for compromise accuracies have been computed
and are plotted in Figure 1.
Knowledge of the range of frequencies of interest for
the torque and thrust variations is as important to the
analysis of the measurement system as the i ation regarding






vMaximum Tolerable Error x 1(K (scale as shown)
10
Figure 1. Relationship Between Accuracy and Maximum





In Appendix A to extend fror. the shaft rat® {RPS) to the
second harmonic of the blade rate for a five-bladed pro-
peller (2x5 RPS). Based on the highest full scale shaft
rotational velocity, the highest frequency of interest is:
2 x 5 x 20 RPS « 200 cycles per second
b. Velocities
Since the constant velocities, both rotational and
linear, are required for the tests to he conducted using
the propulsion dynamometer , the accuracy required for their
measurement is dependent upon the capability of the driving
device to provide the constant velocity. Linear velocity
can presently be measured at the M.I.T. Towing Tank to an
accuracy of 0.001 knot (15)* The accuracy required for
the shaft rotational velocity is determined by the frequency
of velocity input necessary for successful operation of a
constant speed control device for the prime sever*
e* Summary
The full scale values of interest for torque, thrust,
shaft rotational velocity, and model velocity are summarized










Selected Input Farces, Velocities, and
Frequencies for Measurement System Analysis
Percentage of Full Speed o/o 100 o/o



















Shaft rotational velocity (EPM/RPS) 0/13 1200/20
Highest frequency
of interest (cps)
3 blades 2nd harmonic
k blades 1st harmonic
5 blades 2nd harmonic 130
120
200
3. Disturbances or Noise
The description, analysis, and means of suppression of
those disturbances which enter the measu_- it system in the
same manner as the desired inputs will be presented in this
**$Qm
L. J.
section. Hie disturbances which can mix with the desired
Inputs in the various elements of the measurement system
will be discussed individually when they affect the indivi-
dual components.
In order for disturbances to enter the measurement aystejn
in the same manner as the desired inputs, they raust be either
originated on the shaft cr imparted to the shaft. The dis-
turbances which originate on the shaft wtgf be initiated by
field force disturbances within the measurement system itself
or by the axial component of the gravity force on the shafting
system. Disturbances which are Imparted to the shaft iray be
transmitted through the propeller, the prime rsover, and the
bearings*
a* Propeller
In addition to the propeller- induced forces producing
torque and thrust, four other components are present — the
horizontal and vertical transverse forces and the horizontal
and vertical bending moments* These four components repre-
sent unwanted quantities to the measurement system, but r since
they act in directions which are different from those of the
desired quantities, the measurement system can be designed to
neglect theis. These components will, however, affect the
loadings in the stern tube bearing where they may be trans-




Faroe variations In the desired directions are also
Induced by flexure sections excited when forces are applied
to the shaft* Shese additional thrust and torque varia-
tions are termed propeller added rrass and damping, and
result from a certain l fc of axial and rotational
displacement of the propeller* In order to eliminate
the added mass and damping, and thereby li?ait the pro-
peller response to only the excitation forces desired, the
shaft spring constant must be high* Unwanted wave distur-
bances also may be transmitted to the shaft through the
propeller, but the elimination of these disturbances is a
problem of creating the desired tank conditions prior to
testing*
b* Prime mover
Disturbances generated by the prime ra©v#r may be
either isaparted directly to the shaft or transmitted via
the structurebome path — prisae mover foundation,, hull,
bearing, shaft. An electric motor is best suited for the
prirae mover in the small ship model; and the iimgnetic
forces, acting across the air gap of an alectrie motor, are
a rcajor source of disturbances* These forces are pulsating
due to variations in the nognetle path as the rotor rotates
and the electric load cur ., change. ffhese pulsations
•
then set up vibrations in the shaft and foundation. Other
forces originating in the magnetic structure such as ma
netostriction, eddy currents, and hysteresis are not
significant factors (16).
The goal of this thesis requires that o mover
disturbances be eliminated* The shaft vibrations due to
magnetic forces can be damped by a suitable shaft
flywheel and flexible coupling arrangement placed between
the prime mover and the measurement syst i . The vibration
path through the structure can be blocked by appropriate
isolation mounting of the motor foundati. Jh addition
to isolation methods* proper selection of the number of
poles and field excitation frequency can place the motor
disturbance frequencies outside the frequency range of
Interest for the desired quantities.
c . Bearings
The bearings align and support the shaft between the
pri .*ver and the propeller. The disturbances transmitted
to the shaft are caused by the friction which opposes the
turning of the shaft in the bearing. value of the
friction depends on the method of lubrication, the lubri-
cant, its temperature, the velocity of rotat. md the
-3>
.
Intensity of pressure on the bearing. The intensity
of pressure varies with the relative motion between
the shaft system and the bearings, regardless of its
origin. These motions can be produced by shaft system
and hull vibrations, shaft misalignment, and shaft
loading.
Proper bearing selection is the first step to
suppression of bearing noise. The design and application
of bearings in low noise equipment have been studied
extensively (16), and as a result of these studies, the
following comparisons between ball bearings and sleeve
bearings can be made:
l) Irregularities in the bearing balls and
races and internal end play in the bearings
themselves are sources of noise in ball
bearings. Closely controlled manufacture
of ball bearings, however, results in uni-
formity in performance and permits the main-
tenance of air gap concentricity in motors
and instrumentation throughout the life of
the bearing. Considerable study of the
internal geometry of ball bearings has




which have very low noise levels* Other
factors which affect the noise level of
the ball bearings as installed in the
equipment are the aiaount of axial pre-
loading, the alignment on the shaft,
and the type and cleanliness of the
lubricant
.
2) Sleeve bearings are inherently quieter
than ball bearings but there are also cer-
tain disadvantages in their application,
Sleeve bearings require a radial clearance
which increases with wear. Sfols wear siay
result in eccentric air gaps in motors and
instrumentation thereby creating unbalaiK
;netic forces. Ths lubrication system used
fur the sleeve bearings can also be a source
of noise,
3) Specific aspects of motor atructurebor;
noise were also investigated* A hich
could use either sleeve bearings or ball
bearings was tested extensively and it was
found that the overall noise levels from
«-
W*:i
either the ball or sleeve bearings were
about the same. The overall levels for
the sleeve bearings, however, were raade
up primarily of lower frequency vibra-
tions and those for the ball bearings
were made up primarily of higher fre-
quency vibrations. Ail factors considered,
the ball bearings were preferable to sleeve
bearings for use in motors.
In selecting bear Tor the Bmall ship isodel
,
several points must be considered. Wear is not a
problem since testing time will be short and bearing
loadings will be light. The presence oV uater at the
stern tube creates a problem for ball bearing lubrica-
tion but provides a natural lubricant for a sleeve
bearing. Model stern tube structure favors the incor-
poration of a sleeve bearing with a shaft seal con-
figuration. Several possible instrumentation configurations
favor the use of ball bearings in the shaft and motor.
After considering these points, the auti.. lecided to
analyse a shaft-bearing configuration consisting of a






In general, past assail ship model investigations
(8,9*10,11,12) were limited either by the assumption that
torque losses through the stern tube bearing were of the
same order of magnitude as the torque to be measured,
thereby requiring placement of the sensing elements
between the bearing and the propeller; -. ! by conclusions
dram* from calculations which showed the torque loss to
be negligible compared to the full load torque, thereby
allowing placement of the sensing elements inside the
model just forward of the stern tube bearing. Neither
of these choices properly describes the difficulties
which the bearing imposes on the problem of effecting
the desired measur Regardless of the placement
of the sensing ©1« | , forward or aft item
tube bearing, it is I iations in torque loss that
will affect the meae. I *it of the desired mating
torque. The torque loss variations must be shown to be
negligible compared to the- alternation
I
vared.
A constant torque loss can be removed by proper dynamic
calibration of th -ter*
Whereas every effort should be mad. eliminate
the motions which cause torque loss- variations, It Is






design of the stern tube bearing and shaft for the small
ship model has been develop *3ng journal bearing analy-
sis and design techniques (1?) for a bearing length to
shaft diameter ratio of one* This design procedure is
presented in Appendix B and shows that a bearing can be
designed for which the torque loss is constant over the
operating range of the small 3hip model.
In regard to the installation of shaft and isotor
bearings, it is anticipated that certain instrumentation
configurations and a possible slip ri ..-illation slight
use the slightest radial and axial play In the bearings to
be intolerable. So-called "preloaded bearings" are used
for such applications; but even these bearings, designed
at the present state of the iff , develop radial and axial
play from wear and eccentricities. The discrete frequencies
of ball bearing dlstur 3 are in the fe cy range of
interest for measurement of the desired qu §« on
shaft and bearing s" .. selected, the exact frequencies
can be determined fr- ition given in reference (18),
Information concr amount ay which might
be expected in bear! I & to the srall ship model was
collected from the M.I.T* Instrumentation Laboratory. It
-i
was Isarned that axial play in bearings ^specially
for use in nisaiie gulg ros has a measured valu^ in
fcy oi? Mi to -lcroiricnes (19). Badial play
is expected to be approximately of the | magnitude.
ifeyfe li presently in pruj^ X tno tm •or'-ct-.-ry to measure
the i I play in a nsw^r
'
;n; *| i in the
vicinity of one-fifth of oroi:icfc £vr radial play and
one-tonth of a mlcroinch for axial play 9&& expected.
Although the actual coat i ation f ision
be&ri. m m% available, it is e I that if the*©
;ired for I all shi, , the cost
would bo prohibitive.
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-heir dynamic effect nullifies the residual
unbalance of the sysfce.
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1, Preliminary
a. Dynamometer categories
Having determined the desired dynamometer inputs,
the next step in the design procedure is to select the
proper method to measure these quantities. In general
,
dynamometers fall into three distinct categories: the
power absorbing dynamometer, the driving dynamometer, and
the transmission dynamometer.
1) The power absorbing dynamometer.
The power absorbing dynamometer is simply a device
to absorb the output shaft power and to indicate the
irsagnitude of the power it is absorbing. In the ship
propulsion application, however, the power is required
to propel the ship by dissipation of energy to the water.
Since the towing tank represents such a large reservoir
for the amount of energy dissipated, it would be impractical
to measure the power being absorbed,
2) The driving dynamosseter.
The distinguishing aspect of the driving dynamometer is
that it provides both the eechanioal power required and also

the measurement of the power. The electric cradled dynamometer
i» a d-c machine with the field structure cradled in trunien
bearings. The assembly is free to rotate about the shaft
except for the restraint provided by springs upon which
the torque reactions are measured. This reaction type of
driving dynamometer is promising for torque measurements
when frequency requlreRsents do not limit the shafting and
motor weights.
A motor can be used as a driving dynamometer if its
losses are known and the electric input is measured. The
total loss can be determined as the sum of the rotation loss,
armature-resistance loss, and brush loss. For precise
measurements } the determination of the brush loss becomes a
problem. The motor may be either an a-c Induction or d-c
motor. The calibration of an induction motor to determine
losses, however, is considerably more difficult than that
of a d-e motor but is practical if not too much precision
Is expected (21).
3) The transmission dynamometer.
The transmission dynamometer Is the most versatile of
the three types because It enables measurement of the torque
'•s/ra v.
I 81
or thrust transmitted and neither adds to nor subtracts fro©
the transmitted energy, A transmission torquemeter usually
takes the form of a special coupling which connects the
prime mover and the load without much shaft or machinery
modification. A transmission thrustmeter takes a similar
form connecting the propeller and the point of thrust trans-
mission to the ship.
Since the power required to propel the ship is proportional
to the product of the axial thrust developed by the propeller
and the velocity of the ship, no direct power measurements can
be made. Ihe true thrust, therefore, must be measured by a
transmission dynamometer*
Although the torque measurement could possibly be made
with an electric cradled dynamometer, a d-c driving dynamo-
meter, or a transmission dynamometer, fewer difficulties are
encountered in the use of the transmission dynamometer,
sis will be placed on the transmission type in the analysis
of the measurement system. Weight considerations and brush
loss determination are the particular difficulties which make
the reaction and driving dynamometers less desirable.
mm
b. Seismic instruments versus fixed reference
instruments*
In a seismic Instrument* the base of a mass-spring
system is attached at the point where the vibration is
to be measured. The motion at the point is inferred
from the motion of the mass relative to the base. In a
fixed reference instrument, one terminal of the instrument
is attached to a point that is fixed in space and the other
terminal is attached (e.g. mechanically, electrically,
optically, etc.) to the point whose motion is to be
measured (22). The seismic device, as it would be utilized
in this dynamometer, would result in two dynamic systems
being coupled together, each with its own dynamic response
characteristics. This results in the possible errors in
the shafting dynamic system being detected and amplified
in the seisniic system. For this reason, a fixed reference
instrument is selected for this dynamometer • The location
of the fixed reference point remains to be determined.
2. Actuating device
a. Purpose
The purpose of the actuating device is to convert the




displaceiaent , velocity, and acceleration. Strain is
actually a form of displacement and will initially be
treated as such in this development
b. Equations of motion
The differential equation of snotIon for the single
degree -of-freedom system with viscous damping, when excited
by a force P P© slnut (applied to the Ksass) las
• • •
mx + ox * kx - Fo slnot
where the force is either thrust or torque, and the displace-
ment (at this point) can be either an axial or torsional
displacement. The solution to this equation can be expressed
in the form developed in reference (22) t
RgFc sin (tat - 9)
The response factor for displacement, R* , Is the ratio of Hi
amplitude of the vibratory displacement to the spring displace-
m% that would occur if the force F were applied statically,
R^ can be differentiated to produce velocity and acceleration
response factors, H
v
and R^* These response factors are










Hy ^ Rd -«/»;n
\ * V*»2A2
The phase angle 9 *» expressed by:
c/c •&>/<*




where: w * excitation frequency
ca system natural frequency




Curves showing the dlmnslonless displacement factor
H, as a function of the frequency ratio a>/& are plotted
in Figure 2 on the coordinate lines having a positive k3 c
slope, ©lis figure shows graphically the velocity and
acceleration response factors, R and IL, the former referred
-/i
to the horizontal coordinates and the latter referred to
the coordinates having a negative k5° slope. Curves of
the phase angle 9 are plotted in Figure
c. Selection of measurable quantities
An examination of Figures 2 and 3 reveals the following
information pertinent to selection of a measurable quantity:
1) Displacement measurement requires a high & (low m/m )
to suppress harmonic amplitude and phase distortion.
2) Velocity measurement requires operation near resonance,
requires high damping, does not treat all harmonics uniformly,
and would require recalibration for each change in operating
frequency <*>.
3) Acceleration measurement requires a low ml to suppress
harmonic amplitude and phase distortion.
Velocity measurement is the least desirable of the three
quantities discussed and will be dropped from further con-
sideration for the reasons given above. The high » required
for displacement measurement increases the allowable spring
stiffness, for a given mass. This results in lower sensitivity
but good rise tin**. On the other hand, the low % required
for acceleration measurement reduces the allowable spring
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Figure 3. Phase Angle Between Response Displacement and Excitation
Force for Single Degree-of-Freedom System with Viscous Damping

damping of the propeller, discussed earlier In this thesis,
may become a noticeable, arid undesirable effect. Therefore,
the authors have elected to investigate only displacement
aw&suring instruments.
d. Selection of measurement system natural frequency
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that, for M? given periodic
input force, the measurement system natural frequency, w
,
and damping, c, are the two parameters that determine the
system response. These figures show that, with the damping
ratio c/c 0, a value of iu%l below approximately 0.10
is required to prevent magnification of higher harmonics,
but that no phase distortion or shift occurs until &/<* ** 1«0|
and that with c/c approximately 0,65, very little amplitude
magnification occurs until &/<*- exceeds OJ4., but that phase
shift increases approximately linearly with frequency ratio*
Sash harmonic of the input signal is retarded uniformly and
retains the same relative harmonic relationship with the
other terms; thus there is no phase distortion, but the






The measurement© of propeller damping shown In
reference (23) indicate that the value of c/V for a
propeller shafting system is low, A method for actual
determination of propeller damping of a particular pro-
peller is given in reference (2Lj.)» For discussion pur-
poses in this thesis, c/c^ will be assumed to be between
e
0*0 and 0.1. This damping ratio requires an Instrument
natural frequency of at least ten times that of the highest
frequency of interest, or, for this design, 2000 cps.
e. Selection of measurement system configuration
and determination of displacements.
The configurations of the propeller shafting and
measurement systems determine the values of the mass and
moisent of inertia terms appearing in the various equations
of basic vibration theory to be used. Having selected an
actuating device natural frequency, a determination of the
mass and moment of inertia essentially determines the
allowable stiffness of the actuating device. The stiffness
determines the magnitude of the measurable quantities,
axial and torsional displacement.
Before the configurations can be selected, however, the
position of a suitable fixed reference must be considered.
"**

•This consideration Involves the possible interdependency
of the propulsion system ancj the measurement system*
As P. M. Lewis points out in reference (25), the
dependency of this point on the dynamic properties of
the ir.odel must be csade as small as possible. Ideally,
the reference point must be located so that it has the
least possible effect on the measurement. Two possible
thrust r^easureirjent configurations are considered:
1) Measurement of the displacement of the propeller
relative to the model hull considering the hull as
the fixed reference point.
2) Usasurement of th© displacements of one end of the
propeller shaft relative to the other m4 considering
the er«! of the shaft nearest the thrust bearing as
the fixed reference point.
These configurations will be analyzed with the assietanee
of Figure k»
In Figure i|.(a), the reference point is on the hull 4
in Figure l|.(b), the reference point i& | he propeller
shaft forward of the measunrRent syst bating device.











b) Reference point on propelli
M a propeller and hub, < it rained water, and some shafting
K = measurement system actuating device stiffness
F = desired input force magnitude
oj - excitation frequency of interest
F
(
= disturbance force from thrust bearing
oj, a frequency of thrust bearing force
x = measured displacemer





displacement, x, be an accurate measurement of the desired
Input force F . t& theory, this could be done through proper
•election of system paranetersj however, the presence of a
positive displacement in the thrust bearing influences the
measured displacement, This influence can be analyzed by
considering the case of a rass-apring system with excitati
applied to the end of the spring. As shown by Den Hartog
in reference (26), the disturbance does not change the spring
length when the bearing disturbance frequency, w, , is much
lower than the natural fi cy of the mass-spring system.
Thus, the bearing disturb 'sees' 1 the mass and spring as
a stiff rod. Since the bearing disturbance is one of posi-
tive dlsplac ;st occur someu in the syster
.
In the model shown with the reference point on the hull,
this motion produces an error in the measurement of displace-
t. The frequency of this motion, being in the same range
as the frequency of I -es't, makes the desired and distur-
bance forces indistinguishable. In the model shown wit
the reference point on the propeller shaft, the disturbance
motion does not affect the measured displacement, but may
produce the propeller added mass and damping effect previously
discussed.
'r





If the bearing disturbance frequency is near the
e-epring natural fre-- y, motion occurs across the
eprlr *'ith the pefr. oint on the hull, this
ill not affect the measured displacement if the
disturbance motion Is absorbed by the spring and does not
affect the caes. For the case of the refereaee point on
shaft, this motion does affect the measured displacement
t has a frequency suffiei above fcha d- I force
frequency that it may be discriminated.
Froci this analysis, the authors conclude that the
selection of the analytical model with the thrust measurement
reference point on the propeller shaft is preferable*
The proper location of the referer.ee point for torqi
aeureiaent is dependent upesi the type of transducer. A
eral consideration > however , is the fact that any lateral
nsetion of the shaft may . <nce the . This
lien could be caused by a change of shaft position in the
support bearings, eccentricities in the shaft. ic
deflection caused by whir:
The preliminary determination of the allowable actuating






from aquations (1) and (£) wfeleh relate the parasieters —
measurement system natural frequency, stiffness, and mass
or moments of inertia.
wjj » (thrust) (1)
- y* ?— (torque) (2)n "T^T2
Assuming a value of m » 2»5 <>*• and 1^^ * Ij.qq x 10"' in, lb,
«..« UncXuc.es p,^-. P^ner *», en*™^ water,
son© shafting, and possibly part of the actuating device),
a value of X, . 720 x IQ^in.lb-aec. 2 (mlnly that of a
suitable flywheel), and *ith the value of «^ ft cps
previously selected, the following values are obtained:
k
x
* 63,900 Ibyd (thrust)
k„ * Ii.060 in* -lb./radian (torque)
* 6*< 2./radian (torque)
Hh* jmsasured displacements are obtained quations (3)
and (k) tar the various Input forces of ir, t determined
~5l#—

in the Input Section of this paper,
$ * t~- (k)
These values of displacement are (assuming a single spring):
x 5.0 mlcroinches (thrust * 0.32 lb.)
0,05 mlcroinches (thrust « Q.0Q32 lb.)
# * 20.3 x 10"" degree (torque * 2.3 in.-oz.)
* O.OSlij. x 10" degree (torque m 0.0092 in.-oz.)
These values of displacement are intended to be repre-
sentative only and are entirely dependent upon the system
configuration and analytical models upon which equations
(1) and (2) are based* Appendix C presents the detailed
considerations for these configurations. In an actual
preliminary design of a dynamometer this cycle would be
repeated and refined. This refinement, or optimization t
procedure would involve various compromises such as sensi-
tivity versus actuating device stiffness, system stiffness
versus system mass and moments of Inertia , and natural




f* Selection of spring types and deter&inati
of strains
The use of deflection of a spring element or the
strains developed in the spring as a measure of the applied
torque and thrust has been established. *&y& deflections
were determined by the d; analysis in the preceding
sections, and transducer configurations are determined in
the following sections. In order to determine the strains,
however, these deflections must be applied to a particular
actuating device.
Desirable spring characteristics for strain determination
are i low hysteresis, repeatability, low thermal sensitivity,
and linearity. These characteristics are obtained not only
by the selection of a suitable configuration, but by the
proper selection of spring isaterials and possibly by providing
a eontrolled environment In which the actuating device operates,
There are n-any different types of actuating devices
available. Seissie asaas and spring typess have been eliminated
by the authors. Bellows, diaphragms, shaft rotations and
rectilinear actions, proving rings, and cantilever beams
are possible types to produee a measurable strain. The low
values of the desired quantities foree the selection of

those types producing the greatest strain. In general,
cantilever fceams provide greater strain amplification
than the walls of a thin cylindrical test section. Both
types are considered, however, because four previous
attCBipts to design a sensitive dynamometer utilised! a
thin ^all section (8,9,10,11).
Diaphragms are also considered for use as actuating
devices in conjunction with several transducer types.
References (27) and (26) should be consulted for specific
design details and analytical methods*
The following equations relate the various parameters
involved in the determination of measured strains:
1 , Thrust measurement
I L3
w * *!?*fT (cantilever fees













x * axial displacement
T * thrust
L - cantilever beam length
E -- Young's modulus
I = moment of inertia of beam cross -section
€
- axial strain
c = beam half-thickness
0"*
= axial stress
A m cylinder cross-sectional area
$ * torsional displacement
G * modulus of rigidity
I = cylinder polar mount of inertia
1 * torque actuating device length
X - torsional strain
Q # torque
R - torque actuating device maximum radius
p. = Poisson's ratio
-3>
r
A procedure for the of these equations to det | ;e
actuating device parameters and representative values of
strain is shown in Appendix C. Representative values of




k*21 ndcroineh/inch (thrust 32 lb,)
.a: | icroinch/inch (thrust * 0,0032 lb.)
The designer of a specific type actuating devices will
find a comprehensive survey of torsion and flexure device
theory, design, construction, and use in references (29),
(30i and (31),
3. Transducer and Signal Conditioners
At this point of the preliminary design of the
sensitive propulsion dynamometer, the problem has been
carefully defined and a detailed description of represent-
ative measurable quantities has been given, the selection of
a transducer and its associated signal conditioners to con-
vert these measurable quantities to a readable signal is
usually a compromise among such factors as cost, availability,
basic simplicity, reliability, and low maintenance. The
*§ •
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magnitudes of the desired quantities for the small ship
model are so small and the frequency requirements so
stringent, however, that specific consideration must
be given to more than Just instrumentation which has
been used for measuring quantities of greater magnitude
or less stringent frequency requirements. Thus, many
of the above factors may have to be sacrificed for even
a means of effecting the measurements.
It is evident from the nature of the quantities
developed by the actuating device that the use of
transducers which convert these quantities to their
electrical analogs has important advantages* These
advantages are; 1) The mechanical and electrical
transducer principles are inherently compatible* 2) The
transducers are usually susceptible to miniaturization.
3) Amplification or attenuation may be easily obtained.
k) Mass-inert la effects ar® minimised. 5) Remote
indication or recording is feasible.
At the outset of the search for the suitable trans-
ducer, the authors were quite unfamiliar with transducing





of this unfamiliarity, many techniques were Investigated
to great lengths in pursuit of sufficient understanding
upon which to evaluate their application to the small
ship model. Much time, in fact, was spent evaluating
techniques which, to the experienced Instrumentation
designer, would have been obviously unsuitable. In
most instances sufficient information on which to base
a complete evaluation was not available in the transducer
references. Original source articles were consulted but
the applications reported, though helpful, were for the
measurement of much larger displacements or for less
stringent frequency requirements. Extensive investigation
of this nature still revealed no conclusive evidence that
the desired measurements could be made. It became evident
that in order to effect the measurements, techniques
developed at or near the state of the art would be necessary*
Thus, the authors made inquiries at the K.I.T. Instrumentation
laboratory where it was believed that current experiment-
ation in the field might possibly be in progress and such
information could be obtained.
"""•.,- A *
m*a
Jfeehano-electrical transducers may be classed
into four main groups? variable parameter analog,
self-generating analog, frequency or pulse generating,
and digital. Analog transducers are those which produce
an electrical output that is a proportional continuous
taeasurement of the input parameter variations. Pulse
rate transducers are those which produce voltage pulses
whose frequency or random pulse generation rate is pro-
portional to the input paraiaeter variations. Digital
transducers are those which produce a unique coded current
or voltage form for each discrete value sensed. As the
input parameter varies, new values of the coded signal are
generated by the transducers (13).
Th® principles of operation of the transducers
investigated within each of the four main group© are
briefly described in Appendix D. This Appendix is presented
with the intention that it would give the reader a familiar-
ity he Kiay not already possess. The specific transducer
references given in the Appendix should be consulted,
however, where specific details are desired.

The signal oondltloner provide© the necessary link
between the transducer and data readout equipment and
includes all systere elements that are used to perform
necessary and distinct operations in the measurement
sequence. The means of signal conditioning *nay be
classed as input modification and instrumentation
amplification* Methods of removal of the signal from
the shaft, although not iiijjii of conditioning the signal,
are a necessary link and will be discussed with signal
conditioners. Input modification B*ay accomplish any of
the following: conversion of the output into a voltage,
current, or digital code; straightforward amplification
of the transducer output; filtering out of unwanted fre-
quencies from both transducers and associated circuitry;
and impedance matching or signal attenuation. Instru-
mentation amplification comprises the mostly cosasonly
used signal conditioning circuits and may be amplifica-
tion of total amplitude, a-c component only, d-c level
only, or either Amplitude Modulated or Frequency Modu-
lated carrier type. Modulation is widely used to simpli-




A brief description of signal conditioning devices
and applications is &lven in Appendix E. This Appendix
is also presented with the intention that It would give
the reader a general ft irity with signal conditioning
devices. The references given should be consulted where
specific details are desired. The methods of signal
removal are discussed in Appendix F.
The transducers which show particular promise for
application to the smli ship Model or which were the
specific subject or recommendation of past theses, along
with their associated signal conditioners, are analysed
in this section.
a. Strain gages
r*in gages are widely employed to r-vasun? the
axial and torsional forces in a rotating shaft. Pour
attempts have b^en made at M.I.T. to utilise strain gage
techniques to n-.easure the torque and thrust developed by
a small ship *sodel (6,9,10,11). For these reasons, strain
gages have been analyzed to determine their applicability
to the sensitive propulsion dynamometer
•
Various strain gage actuating device configurations
SHQF be used. Several configurations are discussed and
:?
i *
analyzed In Appendix C. This analysis produced the
following representative values of strain developed by
the desired input thrust:
* Z*Z microinch/inch (for T * 0,32 lbs*)
0.0221 microinch/inch (for T • G.GG32 lbs.)
These values of strain are not to be interpreted
as final values. Even if they were final values, the
strain gas© itself would probably not "see" these values
due to such effects as bond stiffening and cross-sensitivity.
Strain gages are generally used most advantageously
In a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The maximum possible
bridge constant is k (four active bridge elements). Typical
values of strain gage factors , a. P. , are
:
G.F. « 2.0 for foil type bonded strain gages
G.F. 100 for plesoresistive (semiconductor)
strain gages
The value of the bridge circuit output voltage per

















(highest thrust of interest,
seraieonductor
)
• 0.0022 J '!VAdXC » (lowest thrust of interest,
semiconductor)
The resultant signal voltage is dependent upon the
excitation voltage applied to the bridge circuit. The
limitation on excitation voltage for any strain gage is
its heat dissipating capability. The strain gage mounting
surface imist act as an effective heat sink in order to
operate with the higher currents produced by higher applied
voltages. Semiconductor strain gages , in addition to having
higher sensitivities, can be ssade with higher resistance
values than foil gages which enables them to be excited
by higher voltages. Semiconductors, however, are extremely
teirqperature sensitive, that is their sensitivities change
"*66*
ALW£3
with temperature variations. This effect ean be reduced
by properly incorporating them into a temperature compen-
sated bridge arrangement, as discussed in most strain
gage texts.
In addition to the configurations presented here
,
Mason and Thurston (33) show the results of the use of a
small experimental, single-crystal, n-type germanium
torsional transducer which acts as its own actuating
device. Their reference to the "negligible angular dis-
placement of the transducer itself", under applied torque,
does not define the spring constant of the crystal* but
to use an equally vague expression seen frequently in the
literature, the crystals, in general, display very high
natural frequencies. Mason and Thurston do, however,
present the experimentally determined output voltage-
torque characteristic which shows an output of approximate
0.08 mv per inch-ounce of torque. They also measured values
of torque down to approximately 0.28 inch-ounces. There
was no indication given as to the accuracy of these low
values, but the values are in the same range of magnitude





technique merits further Investigation into its applicability
to the measurement of the sraall ship model >»ean values of
torque.
Unbonded wire strain gages also find wide application
to rceasureiaent devices. Reference (3k) explains an applies-
tion in a flush-diaphragia pressure transducer in which the
wire acts as its own spring. This, however, requires a
certain amount of pre-tensioning of the wires which reduces
their sensitivity. The sensitivity reported Is in the same
range as that given for foil type bonded strain gages.
Reference (27) states that strains of one mlcroinch/
inch are detectable with eotaaereial equipment. If this
can be interpreted as being the lowest resolution obtainable,
it becomes evident that strain gages are unsuitable for
measurement of the small forces developed by the small
ship model. This reference may, however , have been made
to the capabilities of strain gages other than semiconductors.
The authors found no other current reference to the lowest
values of strain detectable to elarlfy this point.
AS pointed out, strain gages are generally used in a
bridge circuit. If sliprings are utilised to transmit the
I
signal off the rotating shaft, the variations in slip-
ring resistance can be as great as the variations in the
strain gages themselves. The current flow through the
legs of a bridge is higher than the flow in the output
circuit. For this reason, the full bridge rrvuct be located
on the rotating shaft with the sliprlng in the external
cireuit. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix
P, along with other methods for removing the signal
from the rotating shaft.
b. Linear Variable Differential Transformer (BVDT)
The principles of operation and the techniques for
the use of BVDT's are very thoroughly discussed in reference
(35). Bortner and Stabile (8) attempted to apply this
devise to the n>easuren;ent of thrust in a sensitive pro-
pulsion dynamometer. Their work indicated that an £VT>T
say be suitable for rae&surlng the mean values of thrust.
They obtained fairly good sensitivities, however, by
using a very soft spring, totally unsuitable for the mea-
surements of the thrust variations. In addition, their
spring configuration was unsatisfactory duo to the non-
linearities in its output. asibly a metal diaphra&ft
would have been a moro suitable actuating device. Their
;i -.; . (.
general configuration , however, will to* the one selected
p this discussion,
farence (35) state© that the movable-core differ-
ential transformer pickup sensitivity varies with the
carrier frequency of the current in the prist*!*? coil. For
application to this design, the carrier frequency must be
at least 2000 cycles per second, or ten times higher than
the highest frequency of interest. For this carrier fre-
ncy, a Schaevitz Model C60HR LVDT has a sensitivity
of 0*003 millivolt per reicroinch with six volts of excita-
tion (3v>)» This would prod: m output signal of 0,015
livolt for the highest BOTH thrust of Interest, and
:ilivolt for the lowest value of interest,
erence (37) claims a sensitivity of 0,3 millivolts per
idcroinch displacement with 21*. volts d-c excitation for
a DC LVDT, This would produce an output signal of 1,5
llivolts for the highest zaean thrust and 0.015 r«illivolts
for the lowest value of rest.
These values can 1 * compared to the variation of
m to sliprings of the typ$ discussed -:<pendix
F, A low noise sliprinis is discussed which has a variation

of 3 milliohms resistance. Reference (37) states that
excitation input current is 25 milliamps for the d-c
transducer. This produces a voltage fluctuation of
0.075 volts which swamps all the above mentioned signal
voltages except that put out by the DC LVDT for the
highest value of thrust. This problem may possibly be
circumvented by the use of some of the techniques pre-
sented in Appendix ?.
Lion (38) stated, in 1959, that the smallest dis-
placement to be detected with an LVDT was in the order of
10 ** inches. Since it is not know if this statement was
made after the development of the DC LVDT just discussed,
displacements smaller than 10 •* inches be detectable.
c. Variable inductance
The most promising variable inductance device for
application to the small ship model is that in which the
reluctance of a small air gap in a magnetic circuit is
changed by displacement of the actuating device. This
principle has been used successfully for measurements in
large models (6) and with varying degress of success in




The "magni-thrust" and *magni-t©ro.u« n elements,
described in reference (6), are a basic design for DTKB
transmission dynamometers* These elements, like the
magnetic-coupled torquemeter described in reference
(39), do not require sllprings. The coils in which the
varying inductance is detected completely encircle the
shaft and the magnetic return paths are through encasing
shells of magnetic material and across the radial air gaps
between the stationary coils and the rotating shaft. Since
the radial air gaps have a full circumferential area, which
is large compared to the area of the active air gaps, the
variations In the radial air gaps are negligible compared
to the variations in the active air gaps on the shaft*
Hicketts and Flaherty (12) designed, constructed,
and tested a variable reluctance device for measuring
thrust on the small ship model. She device, requiring
slip rings, consisted of two coils wound inside Perroxcube
pot cores which were spring mounted on the rotating shaft





In the air gap of one pot cor® and a decrease In the air
gap of the other. Si i varying inductances was
placed in a separata resonant circuit whose frequency
was dependent on the valv f the Inductance* The
difference in the frequencies of the two resonant circuits
was an indication of the thrust devel Test results
of this device showed a hJ verall sensitivity of 903
Its per pound of thrust.
The authors are unable to place much confidence in
the high value of sensitivity of the Rleketts and Flaherty
device since neither proof of a correct spring constant
was given nor was the sensitivity obtained through dynamic
calibration. The Rleketts and Flaherty developments for
application of the principle to the small ship model for
wwuiureRent of thrust and a proposed configuration for
measurement of torque are excellent and should be consulted for
transducer and si&nal conditioning techniques in application
• the variable reluctance principle. I configuration was
also proposed which Incorporated the Ferroxouhe cores with-
out slip rings | however* the design was such that the fixed
-T3-

reference point was off the shaft. For reasons previously
discussed, such a configuration is unacceptable.
In the search for further evidence on which to eval
ate the use of a var reluctance device, several
sensitivity figures were found. According to reference
i)
, a typical H-mgnat angular displacement receiver
having a volume of two cubic inches and a weight of six. ounces
and excited with a 60 cycle per second, 50 Esilllampere
currert. operates over a range of input angles of 0.1
radian with an open-circuit angle-voltage sensitivity
of 30 livolts per mllllradian. Referred to the angular
twist developed by tho torque and the smllest torque
variation of interest,
(open circuit voltage) * 0.10 mv (Q < .3 in.-oz.)o
» -42 m (Q . I 092 in.-oz*)
Axial and radial play in bearings are presently being
Measured at the M.I.T. Instrumentation laboratory using a
'feagnetle suspension'1 device with a sensitivity of 2.2
millivolts per ffllerolneh. deferring this sensitivity to
torque and thrust values of Interests
»fl| -

EQ m 11.0 mv (T = 0.32 lb.)
» 0.11 mv (T m 0.0032 lb.)
= 17.5 mv (Q = 2.3 in.-oz., r * 1/2 in.)
0.07 mv (Q = 0.0092 in.-oz., r • 1/2 in.)
In the work at the Instrumentation Laboratory, resolution
of displacements of approximately one-tenth of a micro-
inch is expected. The signal conditioners used for these
measurements are not known, but the fact that the measure-
ments are being made in this range, although in the
Laboratory, is encouragement that at least the mean values
of thrust and torque might be measured.
d. Geared torque dynamometer" and similar
configurations for torque and shaft rotational
velocity measurements.
Ricketts and Flaherty (12) also presented a "geared
torque dynamometer" configuration for measuring flexure
twist angle. The twist angle was to be measured as the
phase difference between the digital outputs of two magnetic
pickups actuated by multiple toothed gears placed on opposite
sides of the flexure. The authors believe, and the following
•'
development shows, that the expectations of the "geared
torque dynamometer" were overly optimistic *
Using the circuitry proposed for the configuration,
the frequency of the output of the magnetic pickups repre-
sents the frequency at which the torque va om would
be sampled. Practical sampling theory requires that this
frequency be at least ten times the highest frequency of
interest* Since the sampling frequency also equals the
number of gear teeth times the shaft rotational velocity,
the number of gear teeth required is calculated as follows:
Kipling frequency m 10 I highest frequency of interest
shaft rotational velocity x
number of gear teef
bstituting values from Table II and solving,
Siasfeer of gear teeth required m 10 x 200 ep«/20 rps
* 100 teeth
a procedure for determining the optimum tooth size
and spacing for the raaxiisuss output of a magnetic pickup is
given in reference ftl). Using this procedure and the
swalleat pole piece coismercially available, the following
**f $J*»
'
gear and pickup dimensions were calculated}
Hascimum gear diatneter 2 in* ;odel restriction)
dth of gear teeth )157 in.
Gap between teeth '471 in.
Height of teeth Q.Gitfl in.
Thickness of gear disk O.Olj.0 in.
The use of this gear further requires that the pole piece t
-%0 inches in diameter, be machined to a chisel point of
0*0157 inch thickness. The dimensions of the gear and the
pole piece are obtainable* but the smnufacturing tolerances
are critical. The teeth reust be spaced exactly uniformly on
the circumference of the gear disk and the two gears must be
Identical. A variation of only 0«Ui mlcroinch in the width
between two adjacent teeth will produce a torque variation
equal in Biagnltude to the smallest torque variation of
interest. For accurate laeasureiaents of the torque varia-
tions, such allowable tolerances in the m .og of the
gear teeth would produce 130 o/o error. So-called precision
digital gears, currently being used in work at the M.I.T.
Instrumentation laboratory, have ijl5 teeth on a disk of
.77-
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1,683 inch diameter. These gears are generated by
Arch Gear tforks, Quincy, Massachusetts. A represen-
tative of that company stated that the eoiapesite error
between teeth can be control lea only within 0.0002 inch
and the roundness of the gear to a tolerance of 50 micro-
inches* Thus, tolerance considerations alone discount
using the "geared torque dynamometer for effecting
weasttreraent of the desired quantities.
The photoemiesive cell or phototube could also be
used in a digital configuration similar to that of the
"geared torque dynamometer 1'. Tb& phototubes receive
light energy reflected from mirrored surfaces on both
sides of the shaft flexure eler»ent. The number of sur-
faces and the tolera se surfaces » however, would
require precision machining equal to that required for
the gears*
Another similar configuration might use the photo-
conductive cell to measure variations In light intensity
caused by angular twist of the torque flexure* The light
intensity would be varied by the angular twist between
two shaft-mounted disks in tfhlch either radial or spiral

grata® were cut. This method may show premise for applicati
to the smll ship isodel and should be Investigated further.
Probably the simplest siethod of Mfesurlng shaft rotational
velocity la to count the pulses generated as an oleetro-
ragnetic gear passes a mgneile piekup. The output of the
pickup can be fed directly to an electronic counter, or
through a frequency to voltage devise to a recorder, The
:tput of a 15 tooth gear can be multiplied by four to get
revolutions per aiinute. A similar velocity pulse arrange-
ment could be devised using photoelectric devices. The
accuracy of the velocity measurement can be improved fey
increasing the number of teeth on the gear.
e» Piezoelectric transducers
Piezoelectric crystals have sensitivities up to
about 5 millivolts per microInch. A stress resulting in
a strain of 10"2 n>icroinch per inch my produce as ssuch
as 0,2 volts (22) These hi^i sensitivities make the®
worthy of investigation for their applicability to this
dynamometer.
Piezoelectric elements usually act as part of the
actuating device. Their fundaniental natural frequency

my be as high as /claa.per second, but the
natural frequency of comercial piezoelectric trans-
due-era is between 25*000 and 75*000 cycles per second.
Dashing Is quite low, about 0.002 to 0,22 of critical (22).
Output impedances are usually in the range of 100
to 10,000 xnlcromicrofarads of capacity. This capacity and
the input resistance of the signal conditioner to ^hich
the device is attached limit the low fr if response of
the transducer. This high output impedance requires that
the output be fed directly into a device such as a cathode
follower, or other high ixrpedance device, for the measure-
ments of vibrations in the range of those developed by the
small ship model*
Single piezoelectric crystals can be cut With the
appropriate orientation arid electrode application to
enable theis to be used for either flexing or torsional
movements. However, in any propulsion dynamometer con-
figuration, the crystals ivould be required to transmit both
?que and thrust. The directional sensitivity of these
devices would have to be determined with extreme care* since

even snail amounts of erosa-sensitivity &ould result In
significant errors*
Piezoelectric properties vary according to whether
i applied load conpresses, bends, or twists the ele-
ments . Lion (3&) discusser various configurations and
Indicates that the elements have a higher sensitivity,
at the expense of mechanical resonance frequency, when
used as ciisorphs (trade nsjne of Brush Electronics Company)*
,
Blmorphs are termed either benders or twisters, depending
upon their application.
Using the methods outlined in Harris and Creds (22),
authors calculated that the spring constant of a
representative barium tltanate crystal subjected to com-
presslon loading would be approximately 9*9 x IQ pounds
per inch. Draper (ij.0) states a representative value of
sensitivity of 5 isilllvolts per microinch for a compression
loaded piezoelectric transducer. If a thrust measuring
configuration were to u transducer with these charac-
teristics, the highest thrust of interest would produce
a displacement of approximately 0,032 Klcroinches and
a signal voltage of approximately 0.1 l3 > illivolts, Since
•
I
this actu&tlng device stiffness is ISO times higher than
required by the dynamic analysis discussed earlier, a
bimorph bender configuration Kith its decreased stiffness
and higher sensitivity would seen more appropriate than
a compression device. However, Draper states that a
typical bender sensitivity is 0.25 millivolts per : 1 croinch
displacement. This appears to contradict the arguement
presented in favor of benders. The apparent contradic-
tion may be due to the use of different materials, ele-
ment sizes, or signal conditioners.
The authors' analysis of piezoelectric transducers
is not sufficient to properly evaluate their application
to the small ship model sensitive dynamometer. Investi-
gations into current laboratory techniques in the use of
these transducers may reveal additional information on
which such an evaluation could be made.
f. Variable capacitance transducer
The output cf a displacement-sensitive capacitance
transducer is proportional to the change in capacitance
caused by the relative displacement between a conducting
plate and the actuating device. Appropriate signal
1-
-
eonditlowers are \m&& to generate a voltage' corresponding
to this change in capacitance. Since change in capaci-
tance with respect to plate separation la the moat sensi-
tive, only that type la considered for application to
Measurements In the small ship model*
Harris and Crede (22) state that the wain advantages
of the capacitance transducer ares 1) siiaplieity in
installation, 2) negligible effect on the operation of
the vibrating system, 3) extreme sensitivity, k) wide
displacement range, and 5) wide frequency range. The
disadvantages of the transducer are? 1) inherent complexity
©f associated signal conditioners, 2) relatively large
output impedance which requires careful shielding and
short connecting cables f and 3) nonllnearlty In the
relationship of the output voltage to mechanical displace-
ment. In spite of these disadvantages, however, the
advantage of extrejae sensitivity alone places this type
of transducer as possibly the raost promising type for
effecting the desired measurements. Lion (38) states
that these transducers have been used for the measurement
-

of displacements as sj,;all as afeout one-tenth of an angstrom
unit (k x 10 inch).
Before the transducer can be applied to the samll
ship model, correction of the disadvantages must be con-
sidered, The principal sources of the nonilnearlty {22)
ares 1) the effect of fringing in the electric field
between the capacitor plates, 2) the fact that the capa-
citance is inversely, and not directly
,
proportional to
the spacing, and 3) the electric circuit associated with
the transducer.
The effect of the fringing depends to such an extent
upon the transducer plate design and its shielding that it
Is difficult to determine analytically. Fringing effects
sfcould be checked experimentally for each installation.
The capacitance variation, which Is obtained *hm
the spacing between the plates is changed, is not a linear
function of the spacing. This can lead to serious distor-
tion in the output in eases where the minimum displacement
which riust be resolved is less than about one per cent of
the maximum displacement. For the application to the
email ship model, the minimum displacement which must be
Ml
'.,:
solved Ib the vtble srror shown in
Figure 1. That value for accuracy *ithin ^
per cent is 23.0 x 1 -oa. for torq 4
lb. for thrust* These value* are much
less than one per cent of their respective mean value*,
ff in.-os. and 0,135 lb. given in Table II. In order
obtain a nou rable error value that is one
per cent of the mean value®, the accuracy Biust be
relaxed such that error is greater than the variation
to be measured. As shotm in reference (1±Z) , however,
the linearity of the capacitor can be jved by
inserting rcica, a Ki&terial with a high dielectric con-
stant, such that it partially fills the sap, The correct
thi \B to obtain linearity is found t: nodical
experimentation. The addition of the proves not
only the linearity, but also the .frequency response, by
ig damping, and tfc istness of the device, by adding
^ulation,
agnltudft of the output impedance- ids on the
frequency of the alteraai current used for the alter-
nation of the c&paeitanee > for practical eases

(capacitances of the order of 10 to several hundred
IHtF), the output impedance is in the range between
1CK and 1Q7 ohms, The Itude of both the output
signal and the output impedance may be changed by
serias and parallel capacitor circuits, but such
modifications are always accompanied by a reduction
of the signal (33).
The dynamic response characteristic of eapacitive
transducers, as #ell as hysteresis, mechanical after
effects, and drift, and the influence of the environ-
mental temperature and pressure upon the transducer
performance are all deter; ined by its sieehanical con-
struction rather than by its electrical characteristic.
Otoe source of the ihanical difficulties is
frequently the insulation employed t< I the plates
in position, Capacitive transducers have been used for
a variety of measurements of physical magnitudes
and details of the constructions used are described in
references listed in the capacitance bibll,. ny of
reference (22). Most of these refere e read by
uthors and found to be excellent tion

The minimum resolvable displacement is virtually
unlimited, depending the niaximuai piekoff area
tfhieh can be used and i Imm air ga^ ch can be
constructed, Roberts (lj.2) states it is not ible
practice, however, t :aps tha . Ol
, He also discusses a push-pull c Miration
•ploying three plates* o -ving and Wo fixed, by
-;aaurement is taade in terms of ml ratio of the
two capacitances., one increasing and the ot .*eereasi ;
So as the ratio be i theis is ; changes
in the value of the ca. is frorc the mansion
of tha parts or from a 3 In the 6: -Le are of
little consequent
In general, great rail stability Is ,.ible
using the balanced bridge circuit to convert the chan
capacitance to a voltage* The sise I icitlvt
el? i t hcvevur, co': pi: | placing and balancing fc!
U the rotatit ut. It my appear that only the
active element need bo .cations
in the resistive cor contributed

by the sliprings* would ible eff n the
va'.
v
f the impedance la controlled by the capa-
citance reactive cots;. t» Capacitance In the sliprings,
slbly In the order of picofarads , r?ay be of the same
order as the variations of the capacltlve -Qleisent. The
bridge, therefore, oust be placed on the shaft and one
of the laethods of signal removal from the shaft niuat be
A thrust configuration employing a oapaeltive trans*
due or and a resonant circuit on the shaft is ahown in
Figure 5. The siathod of signal removal from the shaft is
a rotary transformer arrangement, thereby mating
tm need for sliprings. The circuit is so designed that
a variation in the capacitor air gap causes a capacity
which in turn modifies the resonant frequency the tuned
circuit. When this frequency changes wi apeet to the
flaced-fre^ueney oscillation of the excitation supply,, the
associated electrical circuits produce a voltage change
that Is picked up by the inductively coupled wlndii nd
then rectified* This rectified voltage is the t













Figure 5. Possible Variable Capacitance Transducer and
Signal Conditioner Configuration for Thrust Measurement
.89-

in the gap of the inductive coupled slip? .-eisain for
future investlgatlo:
Towguft configurations using similar principles can
fee devised. One such configuration slight employ capa-
citance transducers on the elreiasferenee of & torque
flexure* Thus, the angular twist would vary the plat©
separation in the same 3§&*mer as the pueh~pull arrange-
stent described, A serrated-capacitor type transducer,
described in reference (Jj3), might ala© fee modified to
apply to the small ship issdel,
g« Electron tube transducer
3?he electron tube transducer is a variable reals*
tance device in «hich a voltage change is developed when
the relative spacing between the novable plate and the
fixed grid is change** 1?he change is actuated through
suitable linkage better* the actuating device and the
has several principal disadvantages for application to the
all ship juodeii 1) unpredictable "swo drift*, 2) *serc
ft* following i*p*ot« of short duration, and 3) difficulty
in herssetically sealing such that controlled vibrations can
I
be transferred. In spite of these disadvantages , however,
the tube Is considered for its high sensitivity , the most
important requirement to effect the desired laeasurements
.
The RCA Type 573*1- raechanoelectronlc transducer,
described in the transducer references of Appendix D,
occupies 0.5 cubic inch, weighs in the region of 0.25
ounce, and can be mounted in any position. Placed in the
voltage -sensitive circuit described in Appendix E, with a
load resistor of about 50,000 ohms and a plate supply of
20 volts , the displacement-voltage sensitivity of the
system Is in the region of 5 millivolts per jricrolnch over
an input range of 0.001 inch. This sensitivity gives an
tput of 0.25 millivolt for the thrust variations. In
the nonactuated position, the resistance of the tube is
approximately 75,000 ohma and the change in resistance is
125 Ji.illlohBiB per microinch. The magnitude of the resis-
tance, 75,000 ohms, is rather large for use in a balanced
bridge circuit installed on the shaft j therefore t a cleans
of signal removal from the shaft must be used in the voltage-
sensitive circuit. The following calculations for the





Change in sliprlng resistance * 3 i Pl (Appendix F)
Change in tube resistance
for thrust variations m 125 wfi/uln. x 0,25 uln.
* 6.23 *.f*f? 0.0032 lb.)
Thus, the change in sliprlng resistance is approximately
one-half the change in tube resistance due to the thrust
variations. Whether or not the sliprlng noise could be
filtered out of the signal depends on the frequency of the
noise compared to the frequency of interest.
Frequent calibration, at the least, may be necessary
in order to overcoRso the disadvantage of unpredictable
"zero drift". If this disadvantage can be overcome, and
sufficient resolution obtained through the signal condi-
tioners, then the transducer might be applied to thrust
measurements in the small ship model. The fact that the
units are fragile and require special handling also present
a problem requiring further investigation. To circumvent
the sliprlng problem, either commercially manufactured
mercury sllprings or the wire wound technique of signal





Selsyn systems, described in reference tt4), were
investigated extensively for use as the torque trans-
ducer. In general, it was found that accuracy of these
devices was inadequate for the measurements desired.
The best accuracy available in a two-speed synchro-system
employing the best possible gearing is about <£ O.QO83
degree. References (l|.5,Vv'l-7) give excellent treatments
of the design and application of Selsyn systems.
Investigations at the M.I.T. Instrumentation Laboratory,
however, revealed excellent results with application of the
Microsyn. Microsyns are quite temperature sensitive when
attempts for accurate measurements are made. Under ideal
temperature control and static conditions, angles of
2.7o* x 10 degrees can be distinguished. Where tempera-
ture is controlled to within J. 01 degree Fahrenheit, angles
-
of 1.39 x 10 degrees can be distinguished. For compari-
son, the angular twist for the highest mean torque of
interest (Q - 2.30 In.-oz.) is 20.3 x 10" ' dfcgrees and for
the si.iallest torque variation of Interest (Q X>92 in, -ox.)
is 0.08 x 1®T° degrees * Thus, if ideal conditions could
-93-
.*
be met , Microsyns could only be used for mean torque
neansurements with approximately 14 o/o maximum error.
Comparative information for the other specialised
types was not available. Further investigation may
reveal that the others, particularly Inductosyns, are
more accurate. It is doubtful, however, that the
accuracy of these, under ideal conditions, will be
sufficient to effect the desired measurements
.
4. Readout devices
The termination of the signal conditioners is a
readout device which receives the output signal and
presents it in a readout form. This readout *iiay be in
9 possible forms: relative displacement or digital.
..lea of a relative displacement readout device are a
meter pointer moving over a scale and a p&n or light beam
writing a permanent record on a moving r. Sxaiaples
of a digital readout ar aic decade counters, and
rotating drum mechanical counters.
The nature of the signal output of a smal 1 ship model
sensitive dynamometer requires some fo fa voltage-
-94-
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sensitive readout device. Various possible electrical
rs and recorders, and their applicability to
this aro briefly discussed. Readout
device capabilities are those given in Beckwlth and
(27), unless otherwise indicated.
a. Meter indicators
ter Indicators have a relatively high meter move-
nt inertia. In addition, it would be Impossible for
the human eye to folio-* tft* pointer even if It were possi-
ble for the meter to follow the dynamic Signal* For these
reasons meter Indicators art Ited for the r<;easurenents
of the input force fluctuations, but may have application
to the renent of the steady, or slowly fluctuaf
rean value of torque and thrust.
b. Mechanical counters
Mechanical counters could be directl, lected to
the rotating shaft or could be electrically actuated
ntera energized by switch or relay, or by any source
of able to supply }f several watts. One
high speed counter of this type is capable of soaking 10
counts ^er minute. This type of device would produce less

than one count for the shaft rotational velocities of
this dynamometer and would probably not be suitable,
e. Electronic counters
Electronic counters are extremely versatile
devices, capable of ra&ny high speed counting type opera-
tions. They have a high impedance input and require
little energy for pulsing (0.2 volts rms pulse). This
device can be used to accurately measure shaft rotational
velocities.
d. Cathode-ray oscilloscope
Cathode ray oscilloscopes are high impedance voltage-
•ensltlve devices with an Inertl&less bean of electrons
substituted for the meter point and a fluorescent screen
replacing the meter scale* Electrostatic cathode-ray tube
sensitivity is relatively low (about O.OGk to inch
deflection per d-c volt) and therefore requires an ampli-
fied signal • All general purpose oscilloscopes provide
such amplification.
If direct observation of the scope doe® not provide
sufficient information about the signal * high-speed photo-





is described as used at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin,
V/ageningen, in reference (I4.8).
e. Oscillograph
An oscillograph is a low impedance writing instru-
1 e >t that records the input directly onto paper. There
are two basic types available: l) A direct writing type
with a stylus that directly contacts a moving paper strip.
2) A mirror type which employs a light beam for writing
on photographic paper or film.
The galvanometer suspension system in an oscillograph
limits the frequency response as in any mass-spring system.
Table III summarizes typical oscillograph galvanometer
sensitivity and frequency values. Table III indicates
that a light-beam type galvanometer is the only suitable
oscillograph for recording the force fluctuations developed
in the propulsion dynamometer. This means that the Sanborn
oscillograph with a Model 150 carrier preamplifier currently
installed in the M.I.T. Towing Tank is suitable only for












Stylus-type with amplifying system -? 0.0^
£ow-sensitivity light-bear, type, 350 2.3
fluid damped
High-frequency light-beaua typ*» 50O0 21.7
fluid damped
High-sens Itivlty light-bear, type,
: 1 • 7
magnetically damped
f . Magnetic tape recorders
The capabilities and use of magnetic tape recorders are
roughly discussed by Harris and Crede (22). Sftese recorders
find wide application in the field of vibration measurement
and analysis. They provide a permanent record of readout
which can be analyzed by many different aetheds. Several
hods are given in the Output section of this thesis.
-
,:
5. Discussion and other considerations
a. Limitations of analysis
The foregoing analysis has been based on idealized
models in which idealized conditions have been assumed.
The analysis of the actuating device, for instance, was
developed considering that the masses and the frame had
infinite stiffness, that the spring had zero mass, and
that only viscous damping was present. The transducer
and signal conditioning analysis was developed considering
the inherent difficulties of the transducer technique itself
and the restrictions imposed by sliprings; however, the
remainder of the signal conditioning devices were con-
sidered within themselves to be ideal. Detailed analyses
of mechanical and electrical noises within the transducer
and the signal conditioners must be considered before the
complete system can be evaluated. It must be considered,
therefore , that the performance of an actual system will
differ from that predicted for the idealized model.
b. Implications of analysis
It has been pointed out in the analysis that, in order
to effect measurement of the desired alternating forces,






The results of the analyses, however, are insufficient
upon which to base complete evaluation. Whereas some of
the techniques can definitely be eliminated by the evi-
dence presented, others can neither be eliminated or sub-
stantiated conclusively as suitable means*
Pour particular techniques standout as raost promising
,
either from presentation of encouraging evidence or from
the lack of sufficient discouraging evidence:
1) The photoelectric technique employing photocon-
duetive cells to measure variations In light intensity
»ay In fact be a suitable means for treasuring the torque
variations on the rotating shaft of the smll ship nsodel.
a complete investigation of this type, however, remains to
M Nsifl •
2) She electron-tube transducer has a high sensitivity.
tt the problems of placing this tube on the rotating shaft
with a suitable mechanical linkage and signal transmlss-
arrangement , along with the Inherent problems of the tube
itself, can be overcome, this device my prove satisfactory
*
3) Although Information concerning the state-of-the-




rec itions froi: rces favor Incorporation
of device or; the \ ? extreme sensitivity. Evi-
dence of aattgaiaS sensitivity for email tiisplaceraenta was
found, but because of the high spring eo g of the
device, larger forces arc inquired to actuate the dis-
placement. It is ret- d, therefore, that the
biiftorph type, which gives greater sensitivity at lower
tUTfel frequencies, be further investigated.
The H**t pronisiritx technique appears to be that
of the variable capacitar msducer. The authors
believe that a det I design for constriction of a
dyn ter using this technique would be beneficial.
Throughout any future work In the design and develop-
t of the sensitive propulsion dynamometer it rmnt be
borne in rind that the nature of the quantities to be
S require that all phases of degi
-the-art or ..ear state-of-the- ?chnlques.
that even the a i#t component
ust b I or a Lth the
tost care in order ;uce the le
Signal -t "ae rat'
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all of the remaining techniques may be capable of
measuring the mean values of thrust and torque alnce for
aueh measurements the frequency requirement could be
relaxed and sensitivity would be increased* A reanalysls
of the measurable quantities obtainable and the application
of the transducer techniques under the relaxed conditions
should be made*
c»
lit view of the apparent difficulty in obtaining the
measurements of the desired alternating quantities , it is
only natural that compromises should be considered* Three
types of compromises could be made in an effort to obtain
the goals 1) damping and reduction of the measurement
system natural frequency , a) relaxation of the accuracy
requirements, and 3) reduction in the flexibility of
dynamometer usage.
Damping and a reduction of the measurement system
natural frequency , tilth subsequent increase in sensitivity,
does not involve a compromise in accuracy only If the degree






As jointed out in the analysis of actuating devices, this
value of damping allows operation to approximtely 0.3^ of
the systsiu natural frequency without harmonic amplitude
distortion and produces a phase shift, but no phase
distortion. Two particular difficultiss are present In
tto& atteaspt to achieve this aaeunt of j>Wpt.l§i First,
it is sxtrensly difficult to determine the actual value
of ths dausplng obtained | thus, calibration at m&nj differ-
@nt frequencies would be necessary. Secondly, since the
frequencies of interest are comparatively low, the large
sis® of the d&s&ping devices required could be unacceptable
for mill ship model application.
Beduction of accuracy requirements slight he accomplished
in two ways* First* the value of mxteum tolerable error
could fee increased. Figure 1 shows the variation of ittKKa*
mm tolerable error, thus the minimum asagnitudas which mm%
fee resolved, as a function of the accuracy desired for the
asmawtsant of the alternating; forces* A mproBlse of this
nature , however, would not - .? significantly since, in most
Li the transducer techniques analysed were Insasable of
-103-
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resolving the amplitudes of variation, let alone the value
of asjclaum tolerable error, Secondly, the natural fre-
quency of the laoasuresaont system eould be reduced with
no regard to damping* however, esagnltude distortion would
Ilillt at the various hansonic frequencies of interest*
Such distortion would H very difficult to calibrate since
it would vary with each different frequency
*
Flexibility of dynaisoeeter usage may be reduced by
decreasing the highest frequency of interest to be treasured*
by limiting the speed rang© of interest for model testing
to the higher values, o*» by limiting the i^asuressents
desired to only th® saean values of torque arid thrust, h
4mr$&»* in the highest frequency of interest my be accom-
plished by restricting the nactber of blades on the propeller
to be tested or by arbitrarily eliminating the second har-
mottle as a harmonic of interest*
Although conclusive evidence has not been given to
the effect that the alternating forces cannot be measured,
the authors believe that %h® only practical eer-proisiae to
be laad® toward furthering the goal of a propulsion dynaaK»eter
-101*-
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capability at the M.I.T. Towing Tank, is to relax the
capability to the measurement of the mean values of
torque and thrust only. It is further recommended that
such a dynamometer be initially tested in a propeller
boat configuration to reduce the installation complications
d* Other considerations
Other considerations, which have he^n somewhat
neglected in the design analysis of the sensitive pro-
pulsion dynamometer, are phase shift and calibration
requirements
.
Phase shift is the time delay between the mechanical
input and electrical output signal of the measurement
system. This has been discussed in regard to the distor-
tion which may result if certain requirements are not met,
but a method for determination of the shift has not been
discussed. A detailed analysis of the mechanical and
electrical phase shifts must be accomplished In order to
determine their values.
Calibration of the dynamometer involves determining






of the measurement system In general, the following
information la required*
l) 3ne sensitivity over the frequency range of
Merest*
Z) The sensitivity over the esiviroasiantal rang©
of interest, Wov example, the determination of the
effects of temperature change, supply voltage variations,
stray fields, and tap??idity.
3) The sensitivity over an ar.plitud* range of interest.
4) She stability of calibration with tift*»
D. Output
The output of the stemaurtagnt system is discussed
briefly for completeness of the analytical tsodel used
and should be further analysed when an acceptable output
can be obtained. Th@ output is dependent m the readout
device used and will either be in the fore* of visual pre-
sentation or a tisse history. Assuming that the self-pro-
pelled ship Eodel produces useful output for only the last




f^rystj ).&> c..i ^Is^a l ir
the se&sl, the data collection period will be about ten
to fifteen second**
Data analysis techniques are thoroughly discussed In
references eueh ae the Shock anil Vibration Handbook,
Volume 2, by Harris and Crede (k9) and Statistical theory
of Communications , by Y* W* Lee (50) « Heference (i*8)
discusses a data analysis technique in use at the Netherlands
Ship Model Basin that produce© a noise-free composition of
the dynamic phenomena observed* Reference {&) discusses the
ecejputer aided data analysis techniques used at the David
Taylor Model Basin* These references should prove useful






1. It is desirable that the sensitive propulsion
dynamometer be capable of measuring the following quantities:
a. Highest frequency of interest * 200 cycles
per second.
b. Highest mean values of interest (full speed)
Torque * 2.30 inch-ounces
Thrust * 0*32 pounds
Co Bmallest variation amplitudes of interest
(6$$ full speed)
Torque * 0*0092 inch-ounce
Thrust • 0*0032 pounds
d« Highest shaft rotational velocity of interest
** 1200 revolutions p®r ninute*
£• Based on the analysis of disturbances or noises:
a* Measurement system natural frequency must be
high to eliminate the effect of propeller added mass
and damping
•
b* Isolation and damping techniques are required
to eliminate the effects of prime mover vibrations*
-108*

c. A stern tub* bearing and shafting system can
be designed such that the stern tube torque losses are
constant.
3. Based on the analysis of the measurement systems
a* Use of a transmission dynamometer is preferable.
b. A fixed reference instrument must be used with
the reference point on the shaft.
c. Strain or displacement are desirable as
measurable quantities.
d. The measurement system natural frequency must
be at least ten times the highest frequency of interest
to prevent amplitude and phase distortion.
e» Techniques at or near the state of the art
must be employed to effect measurement of the desired
alternating forces.
f. Pour particular transducer techniques standout
as the most promising for effecting the measurement of
the alternating forces:
1) A photoelectric technique employing photo-
conductive cells to measure light intensity variations




2) An electron tube transducer extrettiely
sensitive to displacements resulting from thrust
variations*
3) A piezoelectric transducer extremely
sensitive to strain© resulting froe? torque and thrust
variations.
k) A variable capacitance transducer repre-





On the basis of practicality* the authors reeoiGtBend
that a sensitive propulsion dynamometer eapaele of mea-
suring only the mean values of thrust and torque oe
developed for the small ship asodei. Xr; order to effect
this development » a Wtflftlyali of the jfrjigjiii of the
measureiaent system must be conducted such that tne opti-
sags measurable quantity la actuated, that the appropriate
transducer and associated equipment is selected, and that
the beat output analysis techniques are employed.
It is further reeoBsaendad that the aeaaureaent of
wmn values should be successful before consideration be
given to the development of a sensitive propulsion dynamo-
meter capable of measuring the alternating forces* In
the event the measurement of the alternating, forces is
undertaken, the following recom^endationa are mades
1. Vm the Stern Tube Bearing Design Frocedure
to determine the bearing and shaft design,
2« Conduct a frequency analysis of bearing noises*
3* Further investigate and select the best of









If ©ither type of aen»itl¥* dyimawwseter U to be
developed, it Is recefi&i«fi&ed that proper calibration
techniques be developed and that the methods of signal
reooval fro#* the rotating shaft, particularly the direct







Determination of Desired Inputs
1. Mean or average value*
Parent data of several ships can be scaled to
determine anticipated values of mean forces and velo-
cities for small ship models, Model scaling rules used











where T * thrust, Q a torque, V velocity, M RPM, X * scale
factor, and subscripts refer to either rcodei or parent,
a. Parent data
ftoriner (from reference (52 ))
LOA * tffotk *eet













x SHF x 60
"3TN 5250
5jjE
33^,000 ft. -lb. (Ik kts.)
N k38,ooo ft. -ib. (16 kts.)
9,000 ft. -lb. (13 iCvS. /
m 732,000 ft. -lb. (20 kts.)
m 970,000 ft. -lb. (21 kts
.
)
Series 60 (from reference (53))
**h 03 feet (parent 1]















m. nifi<ffni^w^ *» p2>0 &-'
271,000 (10 kts)
* 375,000 (12 kta)
526,000 (2% kts)
* 920,000 (18 kts)
* 1,260,000 (20 kts)
* 1,890,000 (22 kts)
»P








LOA * 5,895 feet
V~~ 9.9S
-| X11, * (95. 5)^ * 0.831 x
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(^(ft-lb.) x 12 x 16




* 0*773 ln.~oz. (34 kts.)
1.805 in.-oz. (20 Jets.)
* 2.2!* ln.-oz. (21 kts.)
Njj * 628 RPM * 10.5 RPS (14 kts.
723 I&H m 12.15 RPS (16 kts.
* 828 RPM « 13.3 RPS (18 kts.
* 933 rpm « 13.65 nrs (20 kts.




g mj « 2.1 kts,
Series
5.0 ft.






3 X^ (120)^ - 2.075 *
Qp (ft.-1*>) x 192
2.075 x 10°
• 0.251 in.-oz. (10 kts.
0.3ty7 in.-cz. (12 kts.
0.852 in.-oz. (18 kts.
* 1.165 in. -os. (20 kta.





TK ).C3^69 lb. (10 kts.)
* 0.083 lb. (16 kts.)
* 0.203 lb. (22 kts.)
% »V^ V^ *VI5o • 10.95
HM kkh HPM * 7.4 RPS (10 kts.
532 RPM * . I RPS (12 kts.
711 RPM 11.35 RPS (14 kts.
m 830 RPM * 13.324- RPS (18 kts.
m 954 RPH » 15.9 RPS (20 kts,
* 1130 RPK 18*1 RFS (22 kts.
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lfeiiiker (fron; reference (5^ ))
LWL 5.708 feet
A * 62.5 lb.
S * 6.35k ft.
2










where 3 * wetted surface
p « water density
t « thrust deduction coefficient
C™ » total resistance coefficient
m .- *T T (l - t)







TM m 0.101 lb. (10.9 kts.)
* 0.225 lb. (15.9 kts.)
» 0.315 lb. (13.5 kts.)
* 0,57 lb. (22.1 kts.)
l&e last value of TM « 0.57 lb. Is considered to be
above the normal range of power level and will be dropped
from consideration.
2# Variations
The literature results of dynamic measurements
of torque and thrust variations. Table IV is intended to
be representative of these dynamic measurements and is
developed from data presented in reference (55 ), All the
data in Table IV is presented only for the full power con-
dition. Figure 6, t reference (56), demonstrates
the trend of dynamic meat nts as a function of speed.
It can be seen that although the amplitudes of force varia-
tions expressed as perc of the nes lues decrease
with increasing speed, the absolute magnitudes of the ampli-
tudes increase with increasing speed. The values of interest
are the smallest absolute variations, thus the values pre-
sented in Table IV ruust be scaled to a lower speed or power
level. Assuming that Figure 6 is representative of the
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Torque Fluctuations
Figure 6, Thrust and Torque Fluctuations of the Propeller
as a Function of the Ship Speed
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the fallowing procedure will be used to determine amplitude
variation at speeds approximately 65 o/o of Full speed
(assumed to be the lowest speed of interest):
a. Determine the absolute amplitude variation
at full speed using the known percentage
variation.
b. Find the absolute amplitude variation at
reduced speed by multiplying the value
found in 1) above by O.5I15 ( jj -^ * 0.f&5)
,
the change in torque and thrust variations
in going from full speed to a lower speed.
The speed range of Interest has been selected to be the
same as in Figure 6 , I.e. 65 - 100 o/o full speed. This
procedure is admittedly arbitrary and subject to question,
but the authors consider it to be sufficient for estimating
the aiaallest force values of interest.
Several conclusions can be drawn fros; Table IV concerning
the harmonic components of the torque and thrust variations*
a. The first harmonic component of l^-bladed
and 6-bladed propellers is the most
important.
b. The first and second harmonic components
of 5-kladed propellers are importa
-123-
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c* The torque &n& thrust variations of
the lj.-bladed propeller* are much
larger than the variations of 5-siad*d
propellers,
<S. Variations of thrust are larger than
variations of torque, percentage-wise,
Representative values of torque and thrust variations,
at speeds approximately 6§ o/o of full speedy to be used
in the Analysis section are t
Torque
4-bladed




Q*5k5 x 8.8 o/o it* 8 o/o F.3.
(first hanaonie)
5-bladed
0.514-5 x 2.0 o/o 1.1 o/o F.
(first harmonic)
0.5^5 x $.7 o/o 0.1#. o/o F.S.
(second harmonic)
5-blade4
0.5^5 x B»k o/o « 1.3 o/o F
(first harmonic)
Q.5^5 x 1*8 o/o « 1.0 o/o F..
(second harmonic)
Tills meana that the sisallest value of interest of torque
is 0*4 o/o of the full scale value, and the smallest value
-12^-
MR
of Interest of thrust Is 1.0 o/o of the full scale value
over the range t§ to 100 o/o full speed. The second
harmonic component of blade rate with a 5-bladed pro-
peller determines the smallest value of interest for
both torque and thrust, The range of frequencies of
Interest is from shaft rate {RPS) to the second harmonic




Design Procedure for t »m Tube Bearing
Reference (17) reports the results of a comprehensive
program which obtained data not previously reported and which
provided new information essential to a wore complete analy-
sis and design of journal bearings. Digital computer tech-
niques were used to solve the fundamental equations and the
results are presented in charts and tables which permit
the determination of friction, filis thickness, flow, tempera-
ture rise, etc., for bearings having arcs of 63, 120, 130,
and 3---0 degrees for the widely used case of a bearing length
to shaft diameter ratio of one. The procedure developed
for the design of the stern tube bearing of the small ship
Biedel Is an application of the information reported in
reference (17).
The following nomenclature is use4 In this design
development:
» load, lb
n shaft rotational velocity, rps
H « journal (shaft) radius, inches
D « ZR * shaft diameter, inches
L » axial length of bearing, inches
? load per unit projected bearing
area » W/2R, pal 2
ii » viscosity in reyns, lb sec/In
C radial clearance, inches
P friction force on journal, lb,
f a pyty m coefficient of fricti
fa « angular length of bearing arc, degrees
5 * (R/C) un/P - bearing characteristic number,
or Somnerfeld number




Chart 3 of reference {17) is reproduced as Figure
The following pertinent calculations are baaed on this
Figure, a fixed, 360 degree bearing configuration, and
the fact that model testing will be conducted at a con-
stant shaft rotational velocity.
S * (R/C) 2 un/P « (R/C) 2 *tn2HL/tf « VW
Torque loss » HF « (Vc ) f (W)
From Figure 7 :
(R/c)f • aos, .4 ^
(U/Q)f M 203, .1 ^ S £ .1*.
Therefore,
Torque loss 20CWS « K*WS m K«WK/tf m K«K
Thus, torque loss is constant for a bearing that
operates in the range* S - 0*1« The problem, then, is to
design the stern tube bearing to operate in this range of
bearing characteristic numbers. The fixjal bearing design
will establish values for R, L, and C. The constraints
of the design are the range of n for which different model
tests will be conducted and the range of W within which
shafting system weight and balance must be designed*
Figures 3, 9 and 10 show a plot of the upper limit of
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Figure ?• Relationship Between the Coefficient of Friction




parameters, shaft radius and radial clearance. The following
equations were used to pr®p&r® these figures:
S * (R/C) 2 m/f * (R/C) 2 an2RL/V m ifunH^/C^W
Solving for W f
W * k&nf^/C^S
Substituting S « 0,1,
W
u
• upper li.it bearing load - M**M**
u * 2 x 10-5lb, sec/ft2* 1,39 x 10~7 lb. sec/in2
for fresh water at 70 degrees F.
The range of interest for n was previously determined
s
13 « ft £ 20 rps.
Model size liraits the rang® of interest for Ri
0. 125 * R £ 0. 1875 inches
Cosaaon practice places the range of interest for Cs
, 00025 ^C ^-0.001*
Shaft radius and radial clearance should be chosen such
that the allowed range of bearing load, .;, is as large as
possible. Thus* any bearing load variations which cannot
fee eliminated are still within the rang© for a constant
torque loss. Ihe choice, however, is not so simple as it




proportion to VT while shaft weight only Increases in
p
proportion to R , the mass of the shaft system must be
patible with the overall mass allowed by the frequency
analysis . The frequency requirements are discussed in
the Measurement System portion of the Analysis Section,
It is the opinion of the authors that Teflon would
be a good bearing material for the stern tube. The use
of Teflon f however, and of plastics in general, for
bearing material should be investigated further prior to
application to the small ship model. Reference (57) should





Relationship Between Upper Limit
Bearing Load and Shaft Rotational
Velocity for Shaft Radius of 0.125
Inches and Varying Clearances
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Relationship Between Upper Limit
Bearing Load and Shaft Rotational
Velocity for Shaft Radius of 0.15
Inches and Varying Clearances
" /.'"-
c *o£°i
5 lO 15 20 25






Procedures for the Determination of Measured Strain and
Other Measurement System Parameters
This Appendix develops several parameters for use
in the dynamic analysis required for the actuating device.
It also presents suggested procedures for the determination
of measured strain resulting from a particular measurement
system configuration. Since the analytical models developed
in this Appendix are those used for the displacement-sensi-
tive actuating devices, much of this discussion applies to
both strain and displacement types.
1, Determination of model propeller characteristics
The model propeller weight, (tf ) t can be approximatedp M
by an equation presented in reference (58)*
where
m ft k i>hmK)(m&)
p p
k m 0.20 for 3 bladed propellers (bronze)
• 0.26 for k bladed propellers (bronse)
D ** propeller diameter
p
mn « mean width ratio






; r - f
«rf3
•
By appropriate scaling from a Mariner parent with
L * 520 feet, D - 22 feet, L^ * 5 feet?
(Dp) •* $ |g§a 0,2115 feet n **5fc inches
Ft
Assuming values of MWR « 0*1+ and BTP 0. 05,
(ML) - (0.26) (#»&)*(®ttt) (0.05)
p M
« 1.05 ounce (Schoenherr propeller) (bronze)
This is only an approximation and could be reduced by
selection of a lighter material such as aluiainiv
F Aluminum y Erom
The model propeller moment of inertia, (I.) , can
be obtained from the expression:
I - Rik
where m * propeller mass
radius of gyration




AeBurning (W_) 1.0 oz. - O.0625 lb.,
p N
?4.,91 x IcT^lb.in.sec^fbronse Schoenherr propeller)
This inertia is then increased by 25 0/0 to account for
entrained water.
(I ) * 613 x 10*"' lb. in. sec. (bronze Sehoenherr propeller)
p n
287 x I0"'lb.in.s* (aluir iherr propeller)
2* Suggested procedure for the determination of measured strain
a. For thrust measurement
Having selected a desired thrust actuating device natural
frequency from dynamic considerations, a value for thrast
system rass is assumed. This isass will Include the zaass of
the propeller and hub, entrained water, some shafting, and
possibly some instr tion (depending upon the relation
of the thrust sensing and torque sensing systems on the
propeller shafting). Equation (1) is solved for the allowable
actuating device stiffness, Su,
Sfti
2 ^1 (1)
Assuming that the actuating device configuration is
composed of four mutually perpendicular cantilever beams,
a simple cantilever analysis is made using the deflection
equation:
where x is the deflection of the end of the beam, P Is
the applied load ( f- for this case), 8 is Young's modulus,
and I is the moment of inertia of the ism cross-section
about its mid-depth.








ifhere c Is the distance from the beairs neutral axis to the
outermost fiber
, or the beam half dept
.I *\ I :. f4--
The values of L, 8* I, and c are then selected in
such a way as to njaxijaiee the value of strain. There
are four sajor constraints placed upon the configuration t
the stiffness of the shafting must be much greater than
the stiffness of the actuating device so that most of
the deflection of the system occurs in th© actuating
device; the natural frequency of the cantilevers must
be at least ten times the highest frequency of interest;
the cantilevers cjuet have sufficient space to allow for
the proper mounting of strain gages; and the maximum
cantilever length is limited to 0.5 to 1.0 inch by the
cleared space available within the model hull around
the propeller shaft.
The rsass resulting fro#i this procedure is then compared
to the ?r$ass assumed for the solution of equation (1). This
procedure is repeated until the assumed value and calcu-
lated value of iaass» tt, are in agreement. The value of
strain obtained from this procedure is an idealized value,
and usually villi not fee value of I detected by
the strain gage. This must be recognized in the design




A sample calculation is s*ade using the above procedure
to indicate a typical V&ltta of strain resulting from a





L * 1 in.
E * 10 x 10 psi (aluminum)
t%
* 0,32 lb. (highest value of interest)
?2 . X>32 lb. (lowest valu* of interest)
k- *





125 (12) (10 % 10
I - j^ b h*(for rectangular beam)
where b « cantilever breadth
h m cantilever depth
-139*
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Assuiae minimum b * 0,25 in, (for mounting strain gage)











(4) (io x io )( 1^32)
S .21 icro in . /in . (microstrs. I
£ • 0,0221 mlcroin./in. (; t -itrai
This configuration would then be refined and optimized
as shown, but these values of strain are soinewhat represen-
tative of the magnitudes produced.
She use of a thin-walled cylindrical actuating device
for the production of axial strain is not developed. In
general, higher strains fet produced by a bear, arrangement




b. For torque measurement
The procedure for determining the values of strain
resulting frois a particular configuration to measure torque
is similar to that for thrust. For the case of torque,
hoover, the selection of an appropriate dynamic analytical
model is more complex, Por the preliminary analysis, a two
giass system connected by a spring element nay be used. This
spring, or actuating device, actually occupies a fractional
portion of the length of shafting connecting to the two
masses in the analytical model. This point will be clarified
as the analysis progresses.
The desired actuating device natural frequency has been
determined as in the thrust measurement procedure. The
moments of inertia for the two end nsasses of the analytical
model are then assumed. ..ass, I., consists of the pro-
peller and hub, entrained water, some shafting, and possibly
the maee of the thrust measuring actuating device and trans-
ducer (dependent upon the fore and aft arrangement of the
torque and thrust ay:- ) , The other consists of
some shafting, possibly the torque transducer and associated
equipment, and a flywheel. The flywheel is necessary to
-1^1*
i m
4&mp out any drive motor noise or other vibrations discussed
in the Input section of this thesis. :tion (2) is then
solved for the allowable actuating device stiffness, kp.
This value of stiffness is then introduced into the




* Tr * III rp|E
re G is the actuating device modulus of rigidity, I is
the device polar moment of inertia, L is the device length
and u- is the Polsson's ratio for the device material*
;rain, S , is determined by the expression:
P
is the t^rqu<^ value of Interest radius
of the actuating 4 to the outermost fi
The obvious way to produce the laaxifftuai ©train is to
select a material with the smallest modulus of rigidity
-D4.2-
•
and a configuration largest radius and length,
S&allest pol.r at of inertia. The following
constraints, however, limit the extent to which this may
be done i the actuating device will experience creep as did
the Saran device of reference (8); the Increase of R and
a decrease of I , acting contrary to each other, requires
the use of a thln-walled section which zm$ fail under
applied loads; the wax: radius is limited to the same
&m$ to 1,0 inch clearance space that limited the thrust
device; the increase of length increases the possibility
of shafting whirling or other radial deflection; and the
portion of the shaft m laded in the actuating device
must be ,uch stiffer than the actuating device so that the
actuating device deflects to its maxi; under the
applied loads.
Consideration should be given to the use of a
cantilever-type device similar to that discussed for the
thrust
, tout with cural deflect io ing place
In a torsional direct The equations for the analysis




Principles of Transducer Operation
The four main groups of mechano-eleetrical transducer
elements are: variable parameter analog, self-generating
analog, frequency or puis® generating, and digital. The
principles of operation of the types of elements within
each group are briefly discussed in this Appendix. The
descriptions are basically those of the transducer references
(13 * Z2t 27. 38, lj-0, 59) * These references include detailed
descriptions and performance characteristics and should be
consulted where additional information is desired. Specific
references are given where the treatment of the eleraent Is
of particular note.
1. Variable parameter analog
The variable parameter analog transducers produce an
output which is a proportional fraction of an original
resistance, capacitance, or inductance. The changes in
resistance, inductance, or capacitance caused by the motion
of the actuating device are translated into corresponding
voltage or current effects.
a. variable resistance transducers
The resistance of a potentlouseter is varied by sliding




not considered Applicable Tor measurements In the email
ship model because resolution is limited by the number of
wire turns and their uniformity from turn to turn. Their
response to higher frequency measurements is also restricted
due to the inertia of the arm and the tendency of the sliding
arm to bounce and break contact.
Strain gage transducers are of two types? bonded and
unbonded. The bonded type incorporates single-bonded wire
gages, metal foil gages, or semiconductor sages* The wire
gage operates on the principle that its length and diameter
are altered, when it is stretched elastieally, resulting In
an overall change of resistance. The metal foil gage utilises
a strain sensitive grid. Its significant advantages include
improved hysteresis, fatigue life, and lateral strain sensi-
tivity, in addition to improved transmission of strain fr«:
the test surface to the gage* Semiconductor strain gages use
piesoreslstive solid-state materials as strain elements to
provide sensitivity almost two orders of magnitude greater
than wire or foil gages. Temperature sensitivity is their
major disadvantage.
Bonded strain gage transducers are rugged, relatively




Sufficient actuating energy luust be available for good
results because of low sensitivity in the wire and foil
gages and lissited lower range performance. Use of the
•amlconductor gages is more promising, however, because
©f the increased sensitivity.
The unbonded type of strain-gage transducer consists
of a stationary frasee which supports a movable armature.
The strain sensitive wire is strung under initial tension
as a filament between pins located on the frane and
armature. As the armature is displaced by the external
force, the strain increases in one pair of filaments and
decreases in the other pair. Unbonded strain-gage trans-
ducers are used rr;ost advantageously in the measurement of
low oagnitude forces.
train-gage transducers generally possessexcellent
frequency response in both the high and low ranges* They
can be made quite small, less than one cubic inch, and
can be sealed for use underwater.
b. Variable capacitance transducers
Capacitance is a function of effective area of the
conductors, separation between them, and the dielectric






of any one of these three parameters causes a change In
capacitance. The change In capacitance with respect
to plate separation is greater than changes with respect
to area or dielectric strength* The advantages of capa-
citance transducers are small size, excellent high-fre-
quency response, high temperature resistance, good
linearity, good resolution, high sensitivity to small
displacements, and ability to measure both static and
dynamic quantities. Major shortcomings are sensitivity
to temperature, high impedance output and the compara-
tive complexity of associated electronic equipment.
Capacitance transducers must be reactively as well as
resistively balanced.
e. Variable inductance transducers
Variable inductance transducers us® the magnetic
properties of core materials and air gaps to alter the
self-inductance of fixed coils. #hen the reluctance of
a magnetic circuit is altered, both the inducts id
the i-.-.ductive reacts? : f coils in the circuit will be
similarly changed. This principle is ta the air
gap in the magnetic core or the permeability of the cor
srial itself are varied in the transducer. Transducers
-llfT*

that use the air gap change are known aa variable reluctance
type© while those using a variable core permeability to
Changs reluctance are known as variable pert;eanoa types*
A descriptive ship model application of the variable
reluctance principle is given in reference (6). The
transducers described use a differential arrangement there-
by one gap is increased aa the other is decreased. Such
a differential arrangeisent has greater sensitivity than a
single element- An application of the principle to the
•Kail ship isodel is given in reference (12).
The variable inductance transducing element Is used
most widely in displacecent-nieasuring transducers with
relatively low natural frequencies, i.e., transducers with
usable frequencies below approximately 100 cps*
d. Variable transformer transducers
In the variable transformer the mutual inductance
between two coils and a magnetic field is varied, either
by a change in the position of the field itself or by a
change in the relative position of the coils* Output
voltage is induced in a secondary winding i rled by
the position of the primary. The change in position »®y
be longitudinal or rotational. The most &®m amples are




The typical differential transformer consists of a
hollow concentric nonmagnetic form, on which are mounted
three windings — one primary and two secondary. The
position of a core placed within the coil form determines
the relative mutual coupling, and thus voltage developed,
between the primary winding and each of the secondary or
output windings. An excellent description of linear
differential transformers is given in rei\sre.ice (35 )•
Selsyn systems are isotorlike devices used to form
rotary position sensing and indicating systems, Hany
specialized, small angle, high precision transducers use
one or more of these principles. These transducers are
known variously as Magnesyns, Inductosyns, Synchrotels,
and Mierosyns and are described in detail in reference (Jjlj.).
2. Self-generating analog
Self-generating analog transducers require no outside
source ©f power and often generate sufficient voltage or
current to require only simple measuring circuitry. These
transducers may be divided into the following types:




Piezoelectric transducer* use the principle that a
force or stress, applied along specific planes of certain
crystalline dielectrics, produces a relative displacement
of charges within the lattice and thus generates a voltage
across the crystal. A synthetic ceramic, barium tltanate,
is free from limitations imposed by crystal structure; thus,
by molding it into different shapes and sizes, an electrical
axis can be "built in". Sfoe piezoelectric transducer is
simple and rugged, suitable for many applications where
sufficient mechanical force is available. Its greatest
disadvantage is its lack of response to steady-state dis-
placements or forces.
b. Photoelectric transducers
Photoelectric transducers depend upon changes in light
energy for their operation and seldom load or interfere with
the phenomenon being measured. Sensitivity and speed of
response of these transducing elements are high, tfhen coupled
with appropriate optical systems, light sources, and ampli-
fiers, they may be used for a wide variety of physical mea-






The photoemissive sensor, or phototube, derives its
electron flow from a cold cathode which emits electrons
when light falls upon its surface. An external d-c
power supply is required and a high resistance is placed
In the cathode circuit so that the current changes may
be sensed as a voltage drop across It for amplification.
Photovoltaic cells require no external source of
power; incident light striking the interface of two
metal surfaces causes direct generation of voltage, the
voltage generated , however, is In the order of low milli-
volts, the frequency response is relatively poor, and the
output is not a linear function of light Intensity.
The photoconduetive cell and the photodlo&e are much
smaller, more sensitive, and more rugged than any of the
other photoelectric transducers. The photoconduetive cell
varies its electrical eoriductlvlty in accordance with the
light intensity it receives. Th* photodlo&e an4 the photo*
transistor are semiconductor devices operating on the
principle that light gives enough energy to the valence-
bond electrons to raise them to the conduction band. The






a matchhead; they are adapted for applications where a
large number of individual, light-sensitive elements are
required in a email area.
c. Electrokinetic transducers
The electrokinetic principle utilizes the electrical
signal generated by a minute flow of polar fluid passing
through a mleroporous cerardc disk. The potential differ-
ence produced between the opposite faces of this disk is
proportional to the applied pressure. Transducers using
this principle are inherently dynamic instruments designed
to measure periodic phenomenon only. This type of trans-
ducer is valuable in the measurement of high intensity
sound and noise. The disadvantages of electrokinetic
transducers are their inability to measure static conditions,
poor aero-restoring properties, and dlaphra$s distortion
by electrical bias.
d. Electron-tube transducers
Electron-tube transducers employ an electron tube,
usually subminlature , with an element or elements free to
move. The output of the tube varies in proportion to the
displacement of element position. Force may be measured
"15£-
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using suitable linking mechanisms to change the original
quantity into a displacement.
High sensitivities can be obtained aith a triode
system such as is used in KCA»s tube type 373*4.. Used
with a load resistor of about 50,000 ohms and a plate
supply of 20 volts, the displacement-voltage sensitivity
of the system is in the region of 5 millivolts per micro-
.eh of displacement.
An ionization transducer uses a glass tube filled
with gas under pressure and containing two electrodes.
When this tube is brought into an electric high-frequency
field between movable plates of a capacitor, a voltage
proportional to the displacement is induced. Sensitivity
can reach values of 50 to 100 millivolts p&r raicrolnch
of displacement.
The prime advantage of these transducers lies in the
high frequency response of the large output signals that
are produced with very sjsaall mechanical displacement. They




3» Frequency or pulse generating
Frequency and pulse-generating transducers measure
physical variables in terms of a pulse repetition rate
or frequency signal rather than in the form of contin-
uously varying currents or voltages. Because frequency
is an analog quantity and depending on how their output
information is handled, these transducers may be considered
as either analog or digital devices. Included in this group
are frequency modulating, frequency generating, and pulae
counter transducers.
a. Frequency nodulated transducers
The two principal twmm of PM transducers are the
vibrating wire and the variable reluctance gage and oscillator.
The vibrating wire transducer contains a stretched wire
main element which is placed in a, magnetic field and main-
tained in vibration at its natural frequency. Upon applica-
tion of a force to the actuating device * the tension in the
wire changes. In this manner the mechanical displacement
is converted Into a change in frequency which is inversely
proportional to a positive displacement.
The reluctance gage and oscillator includes a tiny




housing, A change in reluctance, thus inductance, of the
unit, produces a proportional change in the output frequency
of the oscillator. The capacitance in the oscillator cir-
cuit could also be changed by displacement, cut this type
is not so common.
b. Prequency-generating transducers
Frequency-generating transducers produce a simple
series of voltage or current pulses, or cycles in propor-
tion to the change in the physical parameter being measured.
In particular, pulse-generating pickups operating with the
principles of variable reluctance or t iototube and light
source combination are most reliable.
The electromagnetic reluctance pulse pic$cup is a small
permanent magnet on which is wound a coll* The field of
the magnet is varied momentarily by tfc
magnetic body passing near it. A voltage pulse is generated
at the coil because of the change in flux surrounding the
coil. This principle is often used t shaft speed.
The phototube may be used to detect rote and other
motions either by the interruption of the light beam or by
the detection of translucent and opaque portions of moving

components. Methods used include sensing the reflection
of a white spot on a rotating shaft and sensing light
beam interruptions caused by a perforated wheel. The
series of discrete pulses produced are counted over a
precise tine interval.
ij,. Digital encoders
Unlike analog transducers which are characterized
by proportional Reasureaent, or pulse rate transducers,
characterized by proportional counting, digit coders
and encoder transducers produce a distinct coded output
ft*l* /Is the physical variable changes, the incremental
stats of the output coded signal changes in such a manner
as to represent the new value in the form of a nonamblguoua
coded value. Time sa^pliiig Is not involved and the trans-
ducer output »ray be scanned at any desired rate to readout
its new value. Digital encoders produce a true digital
output suitable for direct entry into digital computers or
data handling systems without further conversion.
The shaft position encoder is th& r,;ost efficient of the
digital encoders. It consists of a shaft attached to a disk.
nik or a drum with a digital coded scale. The scale nsay be
>6~

formed with either a combination of conducting and noncon-
ducting areas of a combination of translucent and opaque
surfaces. There exists a definite coded form for each
discrete position of rotation of the disk. Resolutions
are from 100 points, for a two inch diameter disk, to
50,000, for ten inch disk, unique positions per 360° turn.
They are readout by either a series of brushes or a photo-
cell arrangement.
Rectilinear encoders are linear scale transducers which
have the same basic advantages as the shaft position encoders
described above. These devices utilize the same principles
as the rotary type except that the scale is made over a linear
range and motion is a rectilinear displacement which produces




Description of Signal Conditioners
The types of signal conditioners described in this
Appendix are classed as follows t input modification and
instrumentation amplification. The descriptions are
basic and no attempt is made to describe all types of
signal conditioners. These descriptions are taken fi
the transducer references (13, 22 ,27 #3 : 40*59) which should
be consulted where information in addition to that given
here and in the Analysis is desired
1. Input modification
Input modification may accomplish any of the following
J
conversion of the output into a voltage, current , or digital
coda* straightforward amplification of the transducer output;
filtering out of unwanted frequencies from both transducers
and associated circuitry; and impedanc.-. ching or signal
attenuation. The most common circuit forms used are:
simple current-sensitive circuits, ballast circuits, balanced
bridge circuits, resonant circuits , signal preamplifiers,
and attenuators and filters.
-158-
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a. Simple current-sensitive circuit
A simple current-sensitive circuit employs any one
of the various forms of variable resistance elements.
The transducer Is placed in series with a voltage source
and a current Indicator or recorder which senses output
current. The current variations are caused by the variable
resistance.
b. Ballast circuit
The ballast circuit is a variation of the current
-
sensitive circuit. Instead of a current-sensitive indica-
tor or recorder through which the total current flows, a
voltage-sensitive device (some form of voltmeter), is
placed across the transducer. Now the voltage variations
caused by the variable resistance are sensed*
c. Balanced bridge inputs
The most common single transducer circuit configuration
is the Wheatstone resistance bridge and its a-c counterparts
for inductance and capacitance. Strain gages and transducers
incorporating them are almost always connected in this con-
figuration. Similarly > many other types of sensors are used
as one or more active arms of the four-arm bridge circuit.

tfith bridges employing either capacitive or inductive
arms, only a-c excitation is used, Voltage regulation
is critical because of the effect on output due to a
change in excitation voltage.
d. Resonant Circuit*
Capacitance-inductance combinations present varying
impedance, depending on their relative values and the
frequency of the applied voltage. When connected in
parallel , the inductance offers small opposition to
current flow at low frequencies, while the capacitive
reactance is low at high frequencies, ht some inter-
mediate frequency, the opposition to current flow, or
impedance t of the combination is a maximuBi. The fre-
quency corresponding to this siaxlmum effect is known as
the resonant frequency. If a capacitive transducer is
used, it could be employed in combination with an inductive
element to form a resonant combination. Variation in
capacitance caused by variation in the input signal would
then alter the resonant frequency, which could then be





Preamplifiers and attenuators are used for signal
level changes, equalisation, or impedance matailing,
Transducers with high iss^edanae outputs require specla1
treatment In order to reduce the errors caused toy poor
impedance matching. Electrometers Input transformers
,
cathode followers, transistor emitter followers, and
other circuits are used as Isolation or impedance matching
devices. Preamplifiers arid filters may be usod to extend
or reduce the frequency range of a transducer or remove
unwanted frequencies from the transducer signal,
f , Attenuators and filters
To iMMMllii or scale down the amplitude* of signals,
or to eliminate unwanted frequency components, attenuators,
and filters respectively are used. Attenuators -m®& in
instrumentation take many forms. For a-c circuits above
5 ke» compensated attenuation circuits are required to
maintain constant phase shift and provide high frequency
equalisation. Filters are used in data Instrumentation
to suppress unwanted frequency components, select bands
of frequencies for separate recording or indication , and
>ve the harmonic content of inductance bridge output
-161-
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and carrier frequency components In carrier or chopper
demodulation. They are used to remove hum, ripple, and
noise in power supplies used for bridge excitation and
to power electronic measuring equipment. The simplest
filter circuits consist of series or shunt resistances
and capacitances.
2* Instrumentation aiaplifieation
The following is primarily a discussion of applications
of instrumentation amplification rather than a description
of the types. The following categories are discussed:
voltage and power amplifiers , a*c and d-c a*?splifiers
,
chopper amplifiers, and carrier amplifiers,
a. Voltage and power amplifiers
plifiers used in data instrumentation are of both
the voltage and power types. A voltage amplifier may be
employed when in this case, an indicator such as a cathode-
ray oscilloscope or a vacuuis-tube voltmeter sight be used
at the readout device. If a recorder or some form of con-
troller must be driven, then a power amplifier would be
necessary to boost the energy available to drive the device.
".'•- i v
- I
b. a-c and d-c amplifiers
Amplifiers may also be classified according to the
.aracter of input signal which they will accept* Reli-
able amplifiers that will amplify d-c Inputs are diffi-
cult to design, A constant d-c amplification or gain
is difficult to maintain. As a result, a-e amplifiers
are used wherever possible. The a-c amplifier will
accept only varying inputs, whereas the d-e amplifier
will amplify constant as well as varying inputs* A d-c
voltage amplifier there ^ill amplify such things as
the voltage from a battery as well as a varying voltage,
while the a-c amplifier will ignore a d-e voltase and
amplify only any varying components.
Chopper amplifiers
A simple a-c amplifier may be used to amplify a d-c
input through use of an additional circuit component known
as a chopper. The chopper la an electrically driven switch
often driven at either 6© or 100 cps, although a speed of
400 cps is sometimes used. Application of an alternating
voltage to the driver coil causes a reed to vibrate between
-163-
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a pair of contacts. I d-e signal input is connected,
t!i* amplifier receives a chopped or square-wave volt«
which, being an a-c amplifier, it amplifier without
trouble,
d* Carrier amplifier®
the input signal information is carried on an
a-c frequency, the input signal is said to modulate the
carrier frequency. The output fro*, a differential trans-
fonder is an example of a modulated signal. The trans-
former is energized by an a-c exciting frequency. Core
position, either static or varying, determines the amplitude
of the output.
Certain special-purpose amplifiers incorporating the
carrier source as a part of the amplifier are referred to
as carrier amplifiers. .Simple carrier systems provide an
a-c output whose a^plittvde is blind to the sign of the
ir;put signal. The phase relation between the power souce
And the output does d on the sign of the input and may
be used to determine it. Phase-sensitive arrangements
employed to accomplish this are referred to as phase-
discriminator or mixer-demodulator circuitry.
1^*.





Methods for removing signals fn. rotating shaft
Signals nay be reiaoved from a rotating shaft in at
least four ways: by direct connection, by telemetering,
by use of sliprlngs, and by inductive, or magnetic,
coupling,
1. Direct connection
When a shaft rotates slowly enough and the data
sampling period is not too long, direct connections may
be made between the transducer and the remainder of the
waasurement system. Sufficient lead is provided and the
cable Is permitted to wrap Itself on or off the shaft*
If the shaft cannot be stopped quickly enough at the end
of a test run, a fast or automatic disconnecting arrange-
ment eould be provided. Shielded cable should be used to
minimise reactive effects resulting from the coll of cable
on the shaft* Although this technique is somewhat limited,
it should not be overlooked as a possible means of removing
information.
u
.•r i ,\ r
.
On® possible configuration that the authors suggest
be investigated is with the wire wrapped on a small dia-
meter extension of the shaft near the motor. Another
larger drum, or take-up reel, could be located on the
towing tank carriage, This take-up reel nay also carry
an amplifier which rotates with the drum, Stois amplified
signal could then be transmitted through sliprings from
the take-up reel to the remainder of the signal condi-
tioners. The weight of the cable on the shaft does not
add to the mass of the actuating device* but simply adds
to the desired flywheel effect at the motor end of the
shaft,
2* Telemetering
Telemetering is the process of actually transmitting
the information through the use of a radio-frequency
transmitter mounted on the shaft, and picking up the sig-
nal by a receiver placed nearby* This method has been
used successfully on large rotating shafts (6o), and
equipment has been perfected for more general and small
shaft use by at least one manufacturer ( ) . The cost of








The moat common method for removal of Information
from rotating shafts is through sliprings. In the small
ship model application, the signal voltages may be in
the order of millivolts* or fractions of millivolts.
Resistance variations within the slipring-brush combina-
tion can be as great as or greater than the variation
of the resistance in a strain gage, and extraneous voltages
can be generated within the sliding contact which will
swamp the signal, or perhaps give the same appearance as
the signal itself.
inferences ( ) and ( 3) present the most complete
and comprehensive discussions of slipping instrumentation
problems, applications, and commercial information that
the authors were able to locate. No attempt will be made
in this thesis to cover this same material; however, there
are certain facts which merit discussion.
Brush noise is classified by Motsinger ( ) as
follows:
a. Brush bounce
Brush bounce is a circuit interruption that occurs
when adverse acceleration forces cause the brush and ring
-167-
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to part corspany periodically during the rotation cycle.
This is the taost serious noise component because the
disturbance can be in the order of volts*
b» Resistance modulation
Resistance modulation describes the inconsistent
electrical resistance at the brush-slipring Interface.
The steady-state portion of the resistance (running about
2 ohms) is of little consequence to the system, but a
variation of one-tenth of an ohir. is equivalent to $00
-crostrain. For the small ship asodel application it
is desired to distinguish strain amplitudes ranging frora
about 2.2 microstrain (highest value of Interest) to
about 0.022 microstrain (lowest value of interest).
c. Thermal SMP»s
Thermal electromotive forces are created by the
heat of friction and the dissimilar materials in contact.
A virtual network of thermocouples are present, generating
random signals in the micro-volt region. Regardless of
worksnanshlp and choice of circuitry the mlniatum noise level
will be determined by these thermal m\t f s.
~l6S-

To better acquaint the authors with current state-
of-the-art type sliprings, several visits to the K.I.T.
Instrumentation laboratory were made. It was determined
that the MOD J 16 Pendulous Integrating 0yr© Accelerometer
under development utilizes a low noise slipring with a
maximum acceptance noise level limit of 10 rdcrovolts
per nilliampere, peak-to-peak. This slipring is designed
for use at slow revolutions only, however in the order
of 3-4 HPH. The size, configuration, and noise specifi-
cations for this slipr* ay make it acceptable for use
in the small ship model; however, more information is
needed on its wear properties and noise levels at higher
rotational speeds.
The noise specifications given in reference ( i.)
appear to be at the state of the art in precision alip-
rings. This is an advertisement for a slipring with a
noise level claimed to be only 3 microvolts per milliampere,
peak-to-peak (3m.a) with rotational speeds up to 3000 RPM
and with a life exceeding 1000 hours. The cost of either of
these sliprings (not known to the authors) nay prove to






The use of mercury sliprlngs is attractive because
they eliminate brush bounce. Noise levels below 20
microvolts are possible {62). They were used In an
unsuccessful attempt to construct a sensitive dynamometer
by Chapman (11). This, ver, does not eliminate their
potential.
The experience of the previous theses groups
(8,9,10,11,12) should prove useful in any possible future
attempts to incorporate Bliprlngs in the design of a
smll ship dynamometer.
k* Inductive coupling methods
The main distinction between telemetry and Inductive,
or magnetic, coupling as alternatives to slipringa is
that in the former case the oscillator rotates, while In
the latter case the carrier excitation source is stationary.
Several interesting if inductive coupling are
presented in reference (62).
The magnetic-coupled torquemeter described in reference
(39) has been incorporated into a device at BTKB which they
call a "Wagni-Torque " pickup. DTI® has also developed a
-170-
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HHagni-Thrust ,T pickup for measuring thrust In a rotating
»haft without the use of sliprings. 3hese devices , and
their principles of operation, are discussed in the
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